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Bound, and kneeling on the cake of ice, Dick was helpless. The Indians pushed the doe out
toward the rapids with poles. Just then Bob and some of the Liberty_Boys
. came around . the hill on a run, brandishjn~..tbeir weapons.
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The Liberty Boys After the Cherokees
OR, BATTLING WITH CRUEL ENEMIES
By HARRY MOORE

black Axabian, known as Major, Bob riding· a
fine bay, both hoxses attracting considerable at"Let u s stop here, Bob.
We have ridden tention as the boy rode up.
·
some distance, our horses need a bite and a rest,
"That must be Dick Slater, the rebel captain,
it is cold, and a little rest will not hurt us."
and his lieutenant," the young captain heard one
"I think I could eat something myself, Dick, of the stablemen say as he was leaving the
and it is cold, especially for this region. The barn.
river is full of ice, and the snow lies thick in
"I warrant so. There is no other nag like the
the woods along the road."
black in the region. Wh\lt can they want here?
"Yes, and there are suspicious signs, Bob, The rebels are at the fort."
which I don't like."
Dick did not .hear the amiwer, and took little
"What are they, Dick? I have seen nothing." notice of the gossip of such follows in any event.
"There are Indians about, Bob. I am afraid
Nearly every one thereabouts knew him and the
the Cherokees are growing restless again."
Liberty Boys, a~d it was not strange, therefore,
"They have been quiet f_or some little time, that there hould be talk when he appeared. In
Dick. Since the last big thrashing they got in the tavern, sitting near the fire and in different
'76, in fact."
parts of the room, were farmers, backwoodsmen,
"Yes, they have not done very much since then,
and others. 1ittle attention being paid to the
although there have been little risings here and boys as they entered. They laid aside their
there. But suppose we go in, anyhow. It is pos- great-coats and hats, and took a seat at a table
sible we may learn something."
convenient to the fire, which r oared in the great
Two boys mounted on fine horses and wearing chimney place, Dick calling the attention of a
the Continental uniform of blue and buff had
young woman who was bustling about the room,
reached a little roadside tavern near the Saluda by raping on the table.
~iver in South Carolina, and some few miles
"Yes, yes, directly, sir, directly; one cannot
from old District Ninety-six, one day in Vl'inter.
They had ridden from the fort and the village do everything," the young woman exclaimed with
around it, and needed rest, although in ordinary some impatience, finally coming over to the table
weather the ride they h ad taken would have where the boys sat.
"I did not expect it, mi ss," Dick a nswered,
been nothing to speak of.
The boys were Dick Slater and Bob Esta- "but you were doing many things which did not
brook, captain and first lieutenant, respectively, require to be done at the moment. "Is dinner
of a band of one hundred sterling young patriots served, or shall we take whatever there ha'.ppens
fighting for American independence, and known to be on hand?"
"You can have what you like, but I cannot
as the Liberty Boys. They were stationed at
be in all places at once. Some people have no
the time at Ninety-Six, and were watching the
Tories of. the region, as well as any one else who consideration for a hard-working girl, and I
must say that if the times were not hard and
might give trouble. The region thereabout was
a neutral ground, claimed by Tory and Whig the weather bad, and t raveling most shocking,
I'd find a11other place bcs:des being out at servalike, and fewer regions had suffered more durice in a little tavern where--"
ing the War of the Revolution, consta1t:t dissen"You would save time by telling u ~ what we
sions taking place, the fort being now occupied
can have to ,eat,'' interniµted Dick, smiling goodby the patriots and now by the redcoats, and
battles, skirmishes, and desultory sights being naturedly. "No one is findi;1g fault."
From the talk he had heard at the barn, from
of almost constant occurrence.
Just now Dick feared a rising of the Cherokee the looks of some of the men in the place, and
Indians, undoubtedly urged on by the British, from the attitude of the young woman, Dick
who in their forts in the west and north made judged that the landlord and the patrons as well
frequent forays upon the border, or induced the were Tories and that he and Bob were not welIndians to do so. The boys rode to the barn come guests. Ho wever, the tavern was a place
behind the tavern, dismounted, put up the horses, ' of public ente1tajnment, and the host ,,·as thereand entered, th.e place being warm and cozy, and fore forced to serve all who came, proYi<led they
with a certain air of comfort, which was very did not behave in an unseemly manner.
"There is boiled beef and cabbage, sweet pograteful. Dick Slater rode a magnificent coalCHAPTER !.-The Adventure ·n the Tavern.
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"Why, you saucy young rebel, I could split
tatoes, corn bread, and boiled pork and turnips,
if they are ~·e ady," the girl replied, in no pleasant you from head to heels with one blow! How
humor. "Will you h ave something to drink- daTe you address a gentleman without asking
permission, you clod!"
hot punch, mulled ale, apple toddy, or--"
"You a 1·e not one, s ir, '!md you have addressed
"Milk will suffi ce us,'' $aid Dick. "We do not
drink spirits. Some hot tea would not come your conversation to every one in the room generally, and so I have a right to speak. Open
amiss."
"I will see if anything is ready," the young your greatcoat and show these men why you
woman answered, walking slowly away and stop- hide what jg below."
~n a moment Dick had torn aside the fellow's
ping to wipe off two or three tables where no
coat, displaying the uniform of a British major
one sat with a damp cloth.
While the boys were eating their dinner there beneath.
"A redcoat!" he exclaimed. "What is a redwas a clatter of hoofs on the hard ground outside, and in a few moments a large, pompous- coat doing at Ninety-Six, may I ask? What
looking man entered the tavern and gazed about ruffianism are you up to now? Inciting the Inhim. He was about to throw aside his great- dians to fre sh atrocities? You were about to
coat, but seemed to think better of it, and sat say something just now. Was it that, major?"
The ?th~r arose angrily and attempted to
at a table away from the roaring fire, and said
draw his pistols, but Bob, who had joined Dick
in a commanding tone:
'
"Some hot apple toddy, landlord, and a pipe. struck down his hands.
'.'.Eject tl~e young rebels!" c~ied the landlord.
What have you to eat?"
Down with them!" echoed several and at
"Boiled beef and cabbage, po_rk and--"
"Food for plowmen!" contemptuously. "Have once nearly every one in the room drose and
you not a saddle of venison, a pigeon pasty, or rushed at t]:ie two boys.
Bob seized a heavy chair .near him, and, sweepeven a joint of beef properly roasted, with a bit
ing it around his head, cleared a passage to the
of Yorkshire pudding to serve with it?"
skittles nins. Dick
!'The big, impo1-tant man is a redcoat, Bob,'' door, knocking men down like
table and said:
said Dick, in a low tone. "Do you see how he threw some money on thelandlord,
but be careful
"There is your score,
keeps on his greatcoat? I saw the gleam of a
that you do not have to pay another for enterscarlet coat beneath it."
sentiments.
"Perhaps he is a fox-hunter, Dick," with a taining redcoats and uttering Tory
The patriots are in power here, you must know."
little laugh.
Then Dick made his way out. and both he and
"He may be, but he is a redcoat too. What
quickly in the saddle and riding tobrings him here when the fort is held by pa- Bob were fort.
ward the
triots?"
"Nothing good, I'll warrant," tersely.
"So I think, Bob. We !JlUSt find out. He saw
CHAPTER IL-Dick's Deadly Peril.
us, and therefore keeps on his greatcoat. He
does not wish us to know what he is."
"Very likely, but sharp eyes like yours are not
'.'"'.'hat do you suppose the redcoat major's
to be deceived."
m1ss10n at the tavern was, Dick?" asked Bob, as
The big man did not lay aside his hat, but they rode away.
the bag wig of a British officer could be plainly
"To rouse the Tories as he has no doubt alseen under ii;, Dick knowing these things too well
ready roused the Indians. J told you I had
to be deceived. The landlord placed a mug of seen signs of the rascals about."
steaming toddy before the man, and the young
"Yes, so you did, and- Jove! there they are
woman who had been so short with the boys now."
brought some boiled beef anq dumplings, which
The boys were still jn sip-ht of the river. and
he attacked with a great relish, for all that he could s_ee the cakes of ice gliding swiftly downhad said it was food only for plowmen.
stream toward some rapids, over which the
"His worship eats like a plowman, for all his would eventually be carried and dashed to pieces.
airs," muttered Bob. "I distrust fellows who The boys could not see the rapids, but they could
hear the rush of the waters and knew thitt they,
make a pretence of g-entility. The man's mm1were there. And at that moment, as Bob utners are no better than a potboy's."
Under the influence of the meat and drink, tered his startled exclamation, a dozen Cherokee
and especia)ly the latter, the big man soon grew Indians suddenly burst out of the woods at the
garrulous, and began to express .his opinion of side of the road, while others were seen hurrying
from the river.
things in general with scant ceremony.
The boys dashed ahead, and Dick could have
"Do the rebels still hold the fort at old NinetySix ?" he asked. "It is a pity that some of you escaped, his black being very speedy, but he
husky yeoman do not dxive them out. Maybe would not leave Bob. Although not now more
you want the help of the king's troops, or per- than a quarter of a mile from the tavern, the
Indians were in considerable numbers, and Die
haps of--"
He paused and several present looked inquir- made sure that they had been concealed in the
ingly at him. Dick arose, went over to the big thicket at the time that he and Bob rode past
toward the tavern. The boys dashed on, but the
man, and said pointedly:
"You do not show your coat, neighbor. Are Indians had been waiting for them, no doubt, and
now seemed to spring from everywhere in a
you ashamed of it, or afraid? I observed that
instant. The greater part of them seemed tQ
you did not like the color of mine when you
rush toward Dick, and the latter now hissed:
came in. I have no occasion to hide it, however."
"Ml/oke a dash through the woods and alon
The big man flushed and said hotly:
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the river, Bob. They are making a set for me,
and I think you can escape."
Dick then darted off in the direction opposite
to that he wished Bob to take, and in a moment
the greater part of the Cherokees were after
him. Bob obeyed his injunction, and shot off
toward the river at a different point than that
where the redskins were appl'oaching. Arrows,
tomahawks, and bullets flew afte1· him, but he
lay along his horse's neck and the various missiles passed over his head. Making a shai;p turn,
he dashed along the river bank at the foot of a
slope, and with a line of trees between lljm and
the redcoats.
The Cherokees were more anxious to catch
Dick, apparently, although they would have been
glad to have Bob, but they wei;e forced to let the
latter go or lose both. They quickly surrounded
Dick and pulled him from his hol'se, but did not
get the latter, as the young patriot said sharply:
"Away with you, Majo,r!"
The intelligent animal flew up the :road, three
or four of the Cherokees snatching at the bridle
rein and all being upset in the road. Dick was
quickly hurried away into the woods, the Indians
going upstream and well away .f rom the ,road.
Here his pistols were taken away ;from him, and
he was secured to a t:i:ee with his hands tied behind his back. Dick looked around. him, and saw
a number of white men disguised as Indians in
the party.
"These fellows are Tories or renegades,'' he
muttered. "I am af7 aid that something is going
to happen. The presence of the redcoat at the
tavern aroused my suspjcions even more than
the signs of the Indians I had seen. I am afraid
that there will be a general attac upon the district, and, unless the alarm is given, there will
be much bloodshed."
One of the Cherokees, wearing a blanket and
the full-plumed he:J.d-d ress of a chief, presently
approached Dick and said:
" Paleface boy chief die; Onogonoh say it."
"I suppose I will, some day," returned Dick.
"Why does the chief Onogonoh wish to take my
life ?"
"White boy chief kill,)llany of my braves, must
die."
"The Liberty Boys have only killed the Che:i:okees when they have killed the whites and destroyed their property. We have never attacked
you unless we were rovoked to it. Go away
now and you will not be molested."
"Paleface take Injuns' land, paleface must
die,'' doggedly.
"And you have killed innocent wom,en and
children, and scalped he]pless prisoners. Don't
tell me of the evil deeds of the whites. Your
own are greater."
Then one whom Dick ~ew to be a white man
came forward and said in the assumption of the
tones of an Indian :
"Paleface show way to fort, he no die; give
up Liberty Boy, horses and tent, he Jive."
"You are an impostor!" cried Di ck. " pu are
nn more an Indi an than I am. If I d'> nnt mistake, you are a Tory, and your name is Radcliff
p-,,1bam, generally called Rad Diinham."
Dick had seen the man around the district,
~nd recogni zed him almost at once.
'"Huh! you shouldn't have tried to talk like
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a Injun, Rad!" roared a white man, also disguised like an Indian.
"Yes, and you a r_e another," declared Dick.
"You are Bijah Needham, and you have been
warned out of disti·i ct Ninety-Six for theft. You
in ult the reds by pretending to be one of them."
"Huh! you'd o~ht to kept still yourself, B "je,"
laughed Ra d, w!jj1e others whom Dick knew to
be whites despite tneir -paint and feathers, slunk
out of sight or turned their heads. The two.
detected Tories stepped back, and the Cherokee
said:
"Bo)r chief s.how way into fort, give up horse
and other Libe:rt:y Boy ?)•
"No, 1 will not:" in a firm tone.
"Then Onogonoh cannot save, paleface boy
cil:ief die!"
"Better so than betray my friends,'' returned
Dick firmly.
A .number of the Cherokees gathered about,
sa.ying taunting things to ick, but he P<!.id them
no attention, except When one attenrpted to sp it
in hi,s face. Near to where
jck stood, boUJJd
and helpless, was a gi;eat cake o;f ice close in
to the bank, the curren.t ot having yet taken
it out, although Jt was loose. Dick h ad seen this
cake of ice, but had paid no especial attention
to it, thei-e bein g others along shore. Some of
these were carried away, find at length e saw
that the only reason whv this one was not was
because it was in a little cove where the curTent did not reach. Presently one of the Cherokees nodded_ toward the cake of ice, and then
toward the rapids below, and said something.
Others grinned and chattered, and the chief odded app_,rovi.ngly.
"Make -white blly chief beg,'' he grunted, as he
came toward I;>ick.
"That you will n.ever d() '' Dick replied.
Two OJ.' three of the Cherokees now came np
and r eleased Uick from the tree, hut a;d not
untie either hi_s h:;mds OT hi s feet. They carr '~d
him down to the bank of the river, and th~n
placed him in a kneeling posture upon the C'.lke
o;f ice, with his bands bound behind hil11 <rnd
his head uncovered. T wo of the Gherokees now
advanced with st9ut poles in their hands, and
Dick knew only too well what they meant ti) d0
with them. They would shove the cake of ice
out f.ar enough for the current to take it, and
theQ. he would be left to his fate. The cake of
ice would go to pieces it1 the rapids, of course{
and he would be thrown into the seething waters
to be dashed upon the rocks or rendered helpless
in the icy waters.
Knowing the fate that was in stol'e for him
unless good fortune interposed, Dick neve1-theless made no sound, betrayed no lack of nerve.
The two Cherokees with the Jong poles now
Came d')W the bank and began pushing against
the edge of the ice cake.
t was not grounded,
and jn a few 'inomenb; it bega to move slcwly
out f :i,:;im s11ore. /'J.. fe v m~ ·e shoves and the
curre;tt would take it, a:Rd then t he reds would
have noching to ,.cl.o but watch. it glide swiftly
and more swiftly towa rd the rap'ds. Dick could
feel i move more an d more rap' dly, and knew
that l )efor .:! lo:nc; there could be no staying it as
it rushed swjfte1· iindr swifter on to tl\e seething
cald ron o water below.
Unless help came soon he was doomed, h·at he
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betrayed no sign of weakness, and only he himself knew that there was a prayer on his lips
first for aid, and then :(or pardon. Nowhere
could he see any sign of coming aid, but hi~ courage did not fail him, and he :resolved, if need be,
to die like a hero. Help was coming, however,
although he knew it not.
When Bob Estabrook escaped from the Cherokees, he dashed ahead, looked back presently,
saw Major coming, and, when he was far enough
away to ):>e safe, reined in and called to Dick's
horse to halt. The intelligent animal knew Bob
well, and obeyed. In a moment Bob had changed
horses and went on at a gallop, making much
better time on Dick's than on his own, the bay
following at good speed. It was five or six
miles to the camp of the Liberty Boys, but on.
Major Bob could make this in half an hour, and
he knew enough of the Indians to know that they
would not do anything to Dick at once, but would
want to keep him in an agony of suspense before they attempted any tortures, making him
run the gantlet or anything of that sort. He
rode on at full speed, knowing that he had no
time to lose, and yet not fearing that he would
_get back in time to prevent anything happening
to Dick. He rode into the camp at last and
startled the boys by crying:
"Dick is in the hands of Cherokees. Get
ready, a score of you, and go to ~he rescue!"
Mark Morrfaon, the second lieutenant, Ben
Spurlock, Sam Sanderson. Jack Warren, and
over a dozen others, all ridi;ng fleet horses, y.rer e
off like a shot to get their horses· ready, a nd
others were only a little behind. They all esteemed Dick highly, and there was not a boy in
the troop who would not go to his rescue in a
moment, or even give up his life to save t he
young captain if that were necessary. In a surprisingly short time a score of the .boys were
ready, and, with Bob in the lead, set off toward
the river and the point where Bob had last seen
Dick. For a time they rode on at full speed
with no caution, but at length, coming in sight
of the river, filled v..-ith cakes of ice, they grew
more wary, not wishing to be seen by the .Indians.
"If they see us, they will kill Dick to spite us,"
declar ed Bob, "so we must be cautious."
There was a range of hills running down to
the river, and Bob and a numbe1· of the boys
g ot into the pass and hurried along toward a
point quite close to where the young lieutenant
judged the Indians would be lying. He could
reconnoiter from this point, at any rate, and,
dismounting a dozen of the boys, he hurried on.
Creeping to the top of a little hill, Bob looked
over the xidge cautiously.
.
"Jove!" he gasped. "There is not a moment to
lose!"
Then he waved his hand to the boys, and in
another moment they were all dashing over the
hill and down to the rescue of Dick.

CHAPTER III.-A Plucky Rescue.
The Cherokees pushed still harder o,n the ice
cake, and the current soon caught it and bore it
faster from shore. Bound, and ko.neeling 0!1
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the cake of ice, Dick was helpless. The Indians
pushed the floe toward the rapids with poles.
Just then Bob and some of the Liberty Boys
caipe around the hill on a run, brandishing their
weapons. One of the redskins, hearing the boys
coming, gave an extra shove on his pole, when
it snapped in two, and let him into the icy water
with a great splash.
The pole of the other Indian slipped as the
jce cake turned, and down he went on his knees,
narrowly escaping falling into the water. On
<;_ame the gallant boys with a shout, and now _
more of them appeared at the base of the hill a
little above the !'.apids. ,The Cherokees began to
fall back in great haste, not knowing how many
of the boys t here might be.
"Get poles and stop it !'1 veiled Bob, the injunction being addres ed to the boys with him as
well as to those behind. One of the Indians,
feaTing that Dick would escape after all, suddenly raised his rifle to fire at the imperiled lad.
Cra c.k ! There was a report, but the Indian had
.not discharged h.i s rifle. Jack Warren, one of
the boys with ;Bob, had seen Dick's peril. He
already !:).ad his musket in his hand, and it was
but the work of a moment, therefore, to throw
it to his shoulder, take a quick but sure aim, and
fire. Jack Warren was one of the deadshots of
the Liberty Boys, so there was no missing when
he took aim. The swift-winged messenger of
death struck the Cherokee, and he fell in his
tracks, the rifle falling into the watei· and going
off as it fell. ·
Another Cherokee aimed at Dick, but never
had a chance to pull the trigger, as a bullet from
Ben Spurlock's musket hit him and tumbled him
into the water, where he was swept down toward
the rapids. The Cherokee who had fallen in the
water came up under the cake of ice on which
Dick was kneeling, and stayed its progress for
some moments, by which time Bob and a number
of the boys were at the bank. The half-frozen
and nearly strangled Cherokee got away from
the ice cake, and came to the surface, the cake
beginning to go on again.
"Stop that cake of ice, you red derrum, or I'll
send a bul~et into you !" cried Bob.
The man may not have understood the words,
but he certainly read Bob's gestures and tones
a~·ight.
Shivering with the cold, and his clothes
half rrozen upon him, he swam to the cairn and
thTew his weight on the end. It retarded the
p1·ogress of the cake, and now three of the boys
came running up with long poles having fo rked
ends. One of them fastened the fork of his pole
in the ropes securing Dick's arms, while another
turned the cake of ice partly around with his.
The third reached out w ith hi s to the Cherokee
on the ice cake, and Bob shouted:
"Take hold of that and we'll spare your life."
he Indian understood, sei zed the pole, and
helq on doggedly while the Liberty Boys, with
the aid of one or two others, pulled it in. The
cake of ice was drawn out of the current and
toward the bank, and Dick was safe, although
he had had a narrow escape. Bob and Mark
quickly got him off, cut the cords about his arms
and legs, and found his hat and greatcoat on
the ground __near the tree where he had first been
secured. T,hen Bob said to the Cherokee who
had helped them:
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, "Get away from here as fast as you can. As
Imig as you behave yourself, you need have no
fear of us, but if we catch you at your old tricks
we will shoot you just as soon as look at you!"
"Injun be white boy's .friend," said the Cherokee, hurrying away, his buckskin garments frcr
<3n upon him.
Bob's horse had been taken along, and on the
retu rn he rode it, Dick being on Major as usual.
" \Ve must not lose any time," said the young
patriot captain. "The Cherokees are determi:ned
t o attack Ninety~Six beyond a doubt, and we
must give warning without delay. They may be
on their way there now, for all we know.'
''Some of them are not!" muttered Mark grimly.
There were a number of motionle$S figures
lying on the snow-covered g:i:_ound, which- gave
ample explanation of Mark's words. The boys
r.:ide on at a gallop, and shortly came upon another detachment of the troop riding in great
haste. They were Jed by two boys riding a pair
C'f well-matched sorrels, and were generally
known as the two Harrys, their names being
Harry Thurber and Harry Judson.
''There is a large party of Cherokees going
toward the farther edge of 51 istrjct Ninety-Six,"
said Harry Judson. "We caught sight of them
mC'Ying rapid!. , and warned some of th~ settlers."
"Forward, boys !" cried Dick, who did not seem
to have suffered any from his exposure on the
ice cake, and had all h is customary vigor. "We
mui::t do what we can."
"The rest of the Liberty Boys ~e going that
way," continued Harry. "But we thought it was
best to tell you about it."
"That was quite right. Forward, boys!"
"After the Cherokees!" cried Bob, and the
boys all cheered.
"We will get after them," declared Dick, " and
without delay. "The:i:e are whites with. these red
marauders, and they should be punished more
severely than any."
It was quite dark by this time, and there could
be no following the marauders that night, but
the trail could be taken up in the morning, a s it
was well known which direction the Cherokees
would go, and it was decided therefore to wait
till daylight, and then begin a well-organized
pursuit of the Chernkees, who were to be followed determinedly till they were fom;id and
puni shed severely for their atrocities. A pursuing party from the fort would be made up
and, with the co-onexation of the Liberty Boys,
a most determined ' effort would be made to find
~ncl punish the In,dians as well a s their white
abc>ttors. The boys now made their way t o the
camp in a body. and proceeded to settle down
for the night. The fires were ieplen:ished, suppers cooked and eaten, the guards set, and vadC·US necessary thing
done. such a>; mending saddles and harness, cleanin g mu skets an d. pistol$,
anrl looking after uniform$. After supper Dick
said to Bob, as they sat in front o the farmer's
tent:
"I haYe an idea, Bob. I don't know if it
mnrmnts to anything, but I th ink we might t:r:y
it."
"Y our ideas are generally good, Dick," Bob
answered.
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'·There was that major, at the tavern. We.,did
not see im after our escape from the place. He
wa no with the Cherokees, either at their camp
oi: ·a:fte ward."
.
" ~Chat about him, Di ck?" earnestly.
" He may still be at the tavern or near it."
"Well?" eagerly.
" If we could catch him, Bob, it would be a
great thing. We might learn more of the enemy's plans than we could otherwise discover."
"So we could. Do you think he is at the tavern yet, Dick?"
"He may be, and I think it is worth trying."
"Yes, so it is."
"The major is one who loves comfort, and I
think that he will be apt to J,"emain there, considering the weather and everything. He does
not imagine that any one suspects his being
there, as he no doubt thinks that we were both
captured hy the Cherokees, and no one else except the Torie$ knew of his presence."
Having saddled their hor es, Dick and Bob set
out fo the tavern at full speed, be·ng well protected from t~e co.Id and ieelins- invigorated by
the sharp. crisp air. It was not late, although
cmite dark, the sun setting early, and the sky
being now thickly overcast with every sign of a
coming storm.
CHAPTER IV.-An Unexpected Slip.
The road was generally good, and they went
on at good speed, their horses having had just
rest enough to put them in good condition. and
mile after mile was left rapidly behind, although
they did not travel at the speed that Bob had
made when going after the Liberty Boys. At
length the lights of the tavern were seen, and
Dick said:
'·We must be cautiou , Bob. If they hear us
they will come out, as the landlord wj)l be looking foi; customers, ::nd glad to have them on a
night like this."
They rode on less rapidly, and drew up in a
~hel te1·ed spot at one side of the tavern, where
they blanketed their horses and left them, safe
from the wind and the cutting gusts. There
were not as many lights burning in the tavern
a one might have expect ed, and . Dick judged
that the place was not very well patronized, as
much for precautionary reasons as on account
of the weather.
"I think we will go in as quietly as we can,"
he whis pered to Bob. "There is · a reai; door
which I think will serve better than the front."
T'he boys went i:;:t with no nois3, the wind making plenty, however, rattling the windows and
causing the swinging sign outs;de to creak an d
groan, aJJd then Dick beard a young woman say
impatiently :
" There will be no one here to-night, and there
is little need o:t $itt ing up. Thel"e will be n? one
abr oad to-night after what has happened at
Ninety-Sjx, and it were better that we closed up
and went t o bed."
"That is the Y·~ung woman who showed such
reluctance to wai t ing on us this mornin g, " whlspered Dick.
'' Since when were you the mistress of the inn,
Miss Phyli ss?" asked anothe1· young woman,
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"There is the party in the sitting room, who
will require much attention before he seeks 11is
bed, and Maste1· Humphrey will not be for closing so long as there is to be a shilling addea to
hi" worship's score."
"Let him wait on him, then," impatiently. "It
will take three boys to get him to bed, and it
is not likely that he will eat any more, what with
all the punch he has consumed. These redcoats
drink more than they eat at all times."
"He does not, then, for he has ordered a venison pie, and it is in the oven at this moment,
and you will be asked to serve it. Don't be
wudish, Phyllis. The major gives a crown for
eve1·y kiss he takes, and you love money as well
as any one."
There was a call from somewhere at this moment, al\d a scurrying of feet along the passage,
which was left clear for the boys. They advanced rapidly and cautiously, peered in at the tapr oom w e1·e there were only two or three sleepy
potboy.s, and then into the bar, where Giles himself sat half asleep by the fire with a mug of
steaming punch beside him. Voices were heard
in the little sitting room, and Dick recognized
that of the major he had met earlier in the day,
and those of the two women.
The two daring boys advanced rapjdly and
entered the little sitting room, w_here the major
was enjoying himself at the fire, his feet stretched out and his head thrown back, the wreaths of
smoke curling slowly upward from his long-stemmed clay pipe. Dick whipped a cloth from a
• table nea~ at hand and stole quickly foxward,
Bob at his side. When B0b snatched the pipe
from the majo.r's mouth, Dick threw the doubled cloth over his head, drawing jt tjght and
kno ting it behind. Then, as the major sprang
to his feet, somewhat unsteadily, both .boys seized him, held his arms close to his sides, and lmrried him out into the passage and along it to
the rear door. As they reached this they heard
.some one corning from the kitchen. They swung
open the door and hurried their prisoner out
without being seen, and then Dick said:
"Hurry to the barn, Bob, and get the major's
hors<!, or any. They may not miss him at once.
Make a sound, piajor, and o,fl.' goes the top of
yom· head !"
The only sound the major could make were
a gasp ay.d a gurgle and a sputtering, as he tried
to talk and ask the meaning of this strange
proceeding. Bob hurried to the bar and found
a horse in a st11ll near the do01:. A sleepy gr0om
sat on a bench near by, but hardly noticed Bob,
who quickly took down a saddle from a peg close
at hand, and led out the horse.
"Going away, sir?" asked the groom, getting
on his feet.
"Yes, I think I must, but I didn't want to
wake you up, my man."
'"That's all right, sir," and the man helped
Bob saddle the horse in a leepy f shjon, not
noticing the difference in his greatcoat and that
of the major.
Then Dick looked in at the door, one hand on
the major's collar and a pistol in the other.
''All right, in a minute," said Bob quietly.
The horse was saddled and Bob led him out,
giving the sleepy groom a shilling and bidding
him go to bed, as there would be no more to do.
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A low whistle brought the other horses to the
door, and Dick a nd Bob put the major in the
saddle.
"Odds plots and intrigues what does this
mean?"' roared the major. "\Vho are you, and
what are you about, routing a ill'lan from a pleasant fire and a jug of punch and making him take
to the road in a storn:y n ig.Q.t ? What saucy varlets are you, and Whither are we going?"
The wind howled and whistled, and blew great
gusts of snow in their faces, and the major sputtered and swore huge oaths for having been
bxought out of a ct>mfortable lodging on such a
dreadful night.
"We would have brought your greatcoat if we
could hav": found it, major," laughed Dick, "b_,µt
the many Jugs of punch that you have taken tfiis
evening ought to be able to keep out the cold.
It is a matter of five or six miles only and we
will go faster that you may get them 'over the
sooner."
'.J.'hey did go .faster, the major sputtering and
usmg a lot of bad language every time the wind
blew the snow in his face.
"You will pay for this, you young rebels!" he
t;rrowled. "H:;ive you no respect for my rank
and position?"
"I think you are a rank humbug myself,"
laughed Bob. "One would imagine you were a
general by the airs you put on. You are responsible for the uprising of the redskins and
that is the only •r eason we want you, for \~e are
by no means :p1·oud of your company."
The major made no reply, and at that moment there came a stronger gust than before
' bringing with it a blinding mass of snow which
blotted out the road, the major, and everything.
'.The boys we:re forced to draw rein and lower
their head~ befo:e the blast, and then, all of a
sudden, Dick missed the man at his side al'
though the horse was still there.
"Where is the major, Bob?" he shouted when
'
able to get .his breath.
."I don't k~ow- Jove! the rascal has gone,
slipped off his horse behind. I thought he was
uncommonly uneasy."
The gale passed, and Dick dismounted, and
began to look along the road, all being dark
howev~r. He though t he might hear the ma;
breathm~ or detect the Cl"UIJChing of the snow
under his feet, but there was nothing to be
h eard. There was nothing for it, apparently,
but to let the man go, and the young captain
threw the torch down the gully and went back
to his horse, Bob following.
. 1:'hey mounted and were away in a moment,
nd1i;g at a g'?Od rate, an d hearing nothing of
the escaped pnsoner or of the Tories. Reaching
tl~e camp, they were heartily welcomed by the
Libert¥ Boys, who, while they were sorry that
the_ prisoner ~ad escaped, were nevertheless greatly mterested m hearmg of their adventure.

CHAPTER V.-Among the Tories.
In the morning the Liberty Boys set out after
the Che:rokees, determined to punish them for
their atrocities, and to hang the Tories who had
joined with them in the attack on the settlers of
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District Ninety-Six. A strong detachment also
left the fort for the same purpose, and it was
likely that the redskir.s would receive a rough
handling if they were soon come up with. TJ1e
snow that had fallen during the njght had
partly obliterated the trail left by the Cherokees, but the general direction they would take
was known, and so this was of little moment.
There was an old trail through the woods, and
the boys followed it, 'finding the Toad much better than m·ght have been expected. They saw
no sign of the Cherokees that day until nearly
dark, and then the trail was not :fresh, so that
Dick knew that tbey weTe n ot very n ear the
enemy. The boys now rested for the night, setting the pickets, lighting fires, and making themselves as comfortable a pos ible.
After sup per Dick s.et out along the trail to
reconnoiter, for it was po11sible that the Indians
might be nearer than he thought. an d he wished
to be sure of this. Although the trail of the
Cherokees w:;ts not very jresh, they might have
t:i.ken a long rest, not expecting th at the settlers were pursuing them, and Dick wi shed to
learn this before retiring. He foJlowed the trail
through the woods without difficulty, although
there was not much light, only a few tars being seen at intervals. He went on for some
little di stance, and could no longer see the camp
fires behind when he noticed a light ahead oj
h;m.
"Can that be a campfire?" he re:tlected. "It is
not very big, at any rate. I shall have to investigate it."
He went on at a good gait, the fi:re growing
brighter and bdghter, till at last he noticed figu res sitting around it, and one or two rude
shacks built for shelter. Going on with greater
caution an I keeping in the sha de so that he
might not be observed, he at last cnme near
enough to hear vo,ices and distiJ1g ui sh words,
wh1m he learned that the men about the fire
were not Indians, but white . Going ~~o s er he
recognized among them Rad Dunham, B1Je Needham, and Potter Walke1·. t h e Tories whom he
h'ld seen among the Cherokees at the r iver.
There was another whose b:ick wa toward him.
but who seemed. to be f ami iar, and yet he could
not place him for the momimt.
"I don't see the n eed of goin "' on w 'th the Injuns,'' gr<'"" led R'J.d. "They'll be goin g in_to ~heir
own country, an d we don't wa nt to tu1·n lnJun .
There'll be better chances a ound where we
was."
"Certainly," replied P.ij e.
"I don't reckon
there's any one comi)1g a fter Ui'l, and who's going
to know that we w::i w it h t he Inj un s ? They
didn't reckerni:>:e us."
"The only th ing I'd Jjke t er tay f u r is ter
git one o' them gals what the In jul1$ h as,'' muttered one of the others .
Then the ma n wi th his back to Dick and who
wore a blanket over hi shoulder , spoke up,
proving to his grea t a stonishment to be the
major.
"You ought to know the saucy young r ebels
better than to think that they wm Jet you go off
this way,'' he said. "Go back if you wan to be
hanged. If you don't -want to go with the Indians, come with me, where you will pe safe."
"I reckon Major Duncan is right abJut it," de-
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clared Walker. "There are fellers at Ninety-Six
what would be glad to see us, so they C·Juld hang
u s. There's Ben Fuller and Zachry Oldham and
Josh Filkins, and a lot of others. They se~n us
with the Cherokees, don't you be afraid, and
you can't fool 'em."
"Why, two of the infernal young rebels came
to the taven1 and took me..-0ut right under the
noses of everybody,'' muttered the redcoat, "and
only for a sudden blast that made them stop and
gave ll;le a chance to get off my horse, they would
have carried me into camp."
"Yes, they're a pesky lot of young fellows,
and once they make up their minds to a thing
th ey're bound to carry it out."
"So they are. They would have had me if I
had not fallen down a gully I kne w nothing
about, sliding on my back for a hun ar ed yards
an,d narrowly escapin g being br ah1ed.
hey
would have gone d wn after me if t11ey had
seen any signs of me."
'.'.1'<:1 like to get fh e Runyon gal,'' muttered Rad.
Well, perhaps the Indians will sell her to
you," answered t~e major. "I am not going on
with the~, ~ut I 11. make them give me a pony,
and I tlunk if I said so they'd give you the girl.
I s she fond of you?"
"No ; she hates me wuss'n pison but that
don't make any difference. When I' mar:ry her
I reckon she'd learn to do as I said."
'':You go with me, and let the red rascals go
the1~· way, and we'll arrange it," said the redcoat.
Dick was leaning against a tree on the edge
o:J; a little bank, looking down upon the group
and unseen by them. He judged that the Chero~
kees were not very far away, but this he could
not determine, and wi shed that the Tories or the
r~dcoat would ~ ay something that would give
him more definite information.
"I reckon we mought ~o a long o' you major "
muttered Rad, "but we'll have to catch' up wiih
the Injuns fust, so's to get the gal, and they';e
a s much as--"
Leanii:g forward. to catch every word that the
'.l'ory sa; cl, Dick did not know that there was
an excavation under the i·oots of the tree at the
other side of ~he ~ank and that it was not very
str ong to begJn w ith. AU at once t her e wa a
snap and a era h, and Dick was t hrown forward, clown the bank, and almost ,,jnt o the fire
around wh ich. t he m ~n w~re s'ttin!!,".
They
sprang to their feet w ith sfartlecl excla mation s
but befo'r e they rea~i.zed t h at D ick w iVi among
them, he had sent t he fo·e fl ying in all d;rection
with :;i. few. vig.orous kic~cs. at t he same tim~ disch'.1rgmg Jus pistol s r apidly and maki ng a lot of
no ~s e .

The men scattered thi s way and · that not
know ing but that a regiment was up:m them
and in a momen t a ll was dark, the fire bein,.;
sca t tered and ext ingui shed. Then Dick sped
a way, upsetting a man int o whom he ran, and by
the time Rad ha d seized one of the embers and
wa ved it into a blaze the da ring boy was out of
sight. The farther he got from the fire the
h aTd.er it woul Q, be for them to ee him, and he
ke11t out of sight, ma king litt le noise as he hu r ried on over the snow, takin g care to keep on
the crust, so as to leave no track s. The Tories
followed the di rection they thoug ht he would
take, but went ast:i:ay, and 'n a few minutes
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Di ck had gained considerably upon them, and were till wondering why he had not fallen out,
would gain still more if nothing happened. Then Dick was hunying off in the darkn ess toward
he suddenly heard foot steps in another direc- t:he camp.
"They make a lot of fus s over one person !" he
tion, an~ heard the twang of a bowstring, and
the whiz of an arrow. There were Indians * _muttered, with a dry laugh, as he went on, the
shouts of his pursuers growing fainter and
about.
fainter every moment. The boys were greatly
interested in hearing that the Tories were within
a reasonable distance, and that the Cherokees
CHAPTER Vl.-A P artial Rescue.
were probably not very much farther off, and
The instant that Dick heard the foot<;tep he anticipated coming up with them the next day.
dropped to the groun d, and as a consequence the The boys laughed, and in a short time the camp
arrow flew over his h,ead and struck a tree close was again quiet, a strict watch being kept for
at hand . In a moment he fired in the irection enemies, a1thongh eve1·y one seemed to be fast
the arrow had come, and soo heard a fierce asleep.
shriek. '.llhe Intlians ad keener sight than the
As soon as it was light the Liberty Boys set
Tories, and they had seen him where the others out again in pursuit of the Cherokees, Dick behad not. Then torcnes began to gleam here ing dete1·mined to overtake and. punish them and
and there, and now the Tories began to call to to re cue the girls. They had cruel and crafty
the Cherokees and to hasten in their direction.
enemies to battle with, but they were all brave
Dick got behind the tree in the dee\) shadow. boys, and full of determination, and the more
hurried on over the crust, and presently reached difficult their task :;;eemed the more they were
an overh anging limb and drew himself up int o resolved to accom lish it. At noon the boys
th<> th ic1< h"'f\nches of a pi.ne. He left no foot- halted, and as the signs of fudians were quite
prints on the snow below, and the leaves were fre&h, Dick determined to go ahead and entoo thick fol' the light to penetrate even if the deavor to learn how near they were to them.
Indians came directly beneath him, which they Disguising himself in backwoods garb, and carrying a long rifle, he took an ordinary horse,
might n ot do.
"Hallo! That you, Tall Pine?" shouted Rad Major beinir too well known, and set out. Pushing on rapidly, he .finally saw the camp ahead of
Dunham.
"Huh! Wbere paleface boy chief?" was the him, and went on in the most unconcerned manner possible. As he approached, the Indians
reply.
Other Tories and other Cherokees came up, looked at him su spiciously, and the chief, Onogonoh, came out of his tent and said, with a
passing the tree in which Dick was hidden.
"I donno. RecRon you ought to know. Here's grunt:
1
' U gh ! .Hunter come from i1aleface camp !"
tracks."
"Well, I Teckon r do!" drawled Dick. "\\'here
They were some Dick had made before the
Indians had espied him, ~-d the searchers fol- is it?"
"J)idn't ye come f ·om the rebels?'' asked one
lo.wed them. Then they suddenly ceased near a
little gull y which Dick had not seen. The In- of t.he Torie· Jlick h>'\d een the ni~ht before.
"Ifo..in't seen no rebels," he replied. "I come
dians and Tories looked abouf, and even entered
the gully, but could find no trace of the missing this way," 1Jointing to the east, which was the
boy. They were getting "farther and farther direction he had come when observed, although
away from him eve1·y minute, but they were in hi s c!:tmp lay to the north.
"What hunter want?" questioned the chief.
the path that he wanted to take, and so he must
"Donno a, I want nothin'. A feller kin travel
wait till they reti;rned, or else make a detour.
The lights grew dimmer, and the voices faint- tb' s trail, I J:eckon, without bein' suspicioned?
er, and then Dick came down and hurried on in What rebel. did you mean? I hain't seen none.
the very path taken by the Tories and Cb.ero- You gr-f white gals a>; well as men with ye, I
kees. He did not need a torch, for he knew the see. WheTe mought ye be goin'?"
Rad and Bije came up at this moment, and ·
direction in which he must go, and at length he
saw the lights plainer, the searchers now com- looked sharply at ick, but did not recognize him
ing back. He seized the limb of a tree, made in his disguise. Dick saw two white girls for a
plenty of tracks, and d.rew himself up among the moment in one of the teepees, and su spected that
thick branches. Then he made his way into an- they were the ones they were seeking. Onogoother tree close t o the first, and let himself down, noh still looked suspicious, but the supposed
stepping on ground from which the snow had backwoodsman's reasoning was good, and the
been blown away, and which was frozen too hard chief was not certain that his suspicions had any
substantial ground.
to leave an imp ession.
"Hain't seen the rebels, have ye?" asked Rad.
From here he glided rapidly from tree to tree,
"No, I hain't," and from this poiJ;lt , this was
keeping to the right of the Indians. He finally
reached a tree where _the b·anches hung close tn1e, as he never admitted that .he was a rebel,
to the ground, and here h& crept in, bci.ng en- calling h imsel f a patrlot.
"Huh! >d1m·e wa ~ ye allowin' ye mou ght be
tirely hidden from sight. Comin~ on rnpidly,
the Indians snddenly saw the tree whic11 Dick goin', stranger?"
"Where':er it happens to suit," slowly. "I'm
had climbed into and where he had left the
prints of his f eet. 1l 'hey gathered around it ex- lookin' for a nke gal. Would either o' them
citedly, talki.ng in sharp, short entences, and you've got put \lP with a feller like me, do you
finally discharging their riiies an<l shooting •ar- reckon?"
"Huh! on<' o' them gals is mine," muttered
rows into the branches. T.here was no sound
from the trne, t\nd vhile the '.l'ories and Indians · Rad, ~n a low tone.
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The chief had gone away, and now Rad stepped aside and beckoned to Dick, who nodded
carelessly, and then dismounted. Leading his
horse, he walked after Rad and said:
"You wanted to say something to me, I reckon."
"Yes, I did. One o' them gals is the gal I
want to marry, but the Injuns have got 'em, and
won't give 'em up. Do ye suspect we could get
'em away from the Injuns? If we can, you can
have one and I'll take t'other."
''The Injuns want 'em for s9uaws, hey?"
"Yes, but I reckon the gals don't want t o go
with 'em."
"You get up a row with the Injuns, all you
white men, and then I'll get the gals qut'n the
teepee durin' the melee, and go like Sam Hill
into the woods, the way I come. There's ponies
there, I suppose."
"Yes, back o' the teepee. You kin see 'em by
goin' a bit to one side, but I reckon I'll work
with you while the other fellers are makin' the
hullabaloo with the Injuns."
"Maybe that would be better," agree Dick,
who meant to lead Rad into the camp of the
Liberty Boys in that case.
"You set around kind o' promisc'ous 'Yhile I
see the other fellers.
There's a redcoat here
what's been tryin' to make the Injuns give up
the gals, but they're obstinit, and won't. They
won't suspicion nothin' if ye set around quiet."
Rad then called up the others and the major,
Dick keeping put of sight of the latter, however,
for fear of being recognized, and tne consu1tation began. The Indians seemed to suspect nothing, and paid little attention, preparing their
mid-day meal and looking after the horses and
ponies. Dick crept unnoticed to the back of
the teepee where he had seen the gi Is, and whispered:
"Get ready for a surprise. We are going to
get you away from here-not these 1'ory rascals,
but the Liberty Boys."
"Who is that?" asked one of the girls within.
"Dick Slater. I am pretending to be working
with the Tories, but I mean to cheat them; so
be ready as soon as you hea:r; any di stur bance."
"Very well; we will."
,
"It's all righ t," whispered Rad. "G;et your
hoss and be ready. The fuss will sta:i:t in a
minute."
The major now began to talk an grily t o the
chief, Bije Walker and the other going up and
joining in. The major threatened the chief, a_nd
several braves came up, and then the Tones
joined in and made a great noise, one fi r ing a
shot as if at the chief.
"Now!" said Dick.
He and Rad dashed up to the teepee a s the
girls came out. Dick caught up one, called his
horse, put her in the saddle, and dashed away,
Rad trying to take another, but receiving a
sharp blow in the face instead.
"Quick-get on your pony!" Dick cried.
Some of the redskins saw him, however, and
gave the alai·m, others quickly preparing to
give chase. There was a melee at once between
the Tories and the Cherokees, and the greatest
confusion ensued. The girl who had struck Rad
got. on a pony and set out after Dick, but was
quickly seized by three Indian s and prevented
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from escaping. Dick got 3iway, firing a shot a1
the fo1·emost Cherokee, and tumbling him fron:
hi s pony with a bad flesh wound in the shoulder.
Others followed Dick, while some surrounded the
teepees and prevented the Tories from approaching them, while still others threatened them wit11
in stant death if they attempted any treachery.
"I am afraid that you will be the only one tc
escape," said Dick to the girl with him.
"Yes, that was Sophie's fault, but she detests
Rad Dunham, and won't let him even speak to
her. I thought she understood. I would have
gone with the fellow as long as you were about,
and I knew you were going to the camp of the
Liberty Boys."
"\¥ell, we may do better next time," replied
Dick, as he i·ode on at. good speed, the Indians
bein g unable to come up with him.
Arrow and bullets flew after them, but the
ti:ees weTe fo the way and .Dick escaped without
i,njiu·y. On, and on he went till the sounds of
pursuit died out, and at last he reached the
camp, where he was received with every demonstration of joy.
CHAPTER VIl.-The Cherokees Alarmed.
The girl whom Dick had rescued was Jennie
Runyon, for whom Rad Dunham professed a
great liking, while she thorough] ' despised the
man,.
"If you had taken Sophie, she would have gone
with you in a moment," Jennie said: "but I happened to be fi rst, and she hates Rad Dunham,
and wouldn't even let him rescue her."
"Well, it was too bad, of course, but it could
not be helped, and there is little use .in crying
'over spilled milk. We will try again, and let us
hope that we may do better."
The boys were soon ready to set out again,
and. as the .advance guard left the camp some of
the men from Ninety-Six came up, among them
being the rescued girl's father. The boys ,,-ent
on, and at length came to tpe camp of the Cherokees. T,hey found no one there, J1owever, the
Indians havfog taken the alarm, evidently, and
deJ?arted in haste. Ther e were signs of a coming stor;m, and Dick concluded that it was bette!·
to halt and make them~:olves comfortable rathe1·
than push on in the dark and in the face of a
storm.
Darkness quickly followed the going down of
the sun, but the fire:" were lighted, the horses
put under she ter, and -everything done to make
the boys snug and comfaxtable. Ben Spurlock
was on guard at the edg e of the camp some time
after supper, when he heard a footstep, and
gave the fire near .him a stir, having an idea
that the stranger was a visitoT from the other
camp, not far away. He saw a boy i~ homespun
with a rough greatcoat and a coouskm cap and
serviceable shoes approaching.
"Hallo, who are you?" .he asked.
"Oh, I'm Ji.m," the boy answered simply. "Can
•
see the captain?"
"I shouldn't wonder.
What's your othe:t"
name, Jim?"
"Wilkins," shortly.
Ben imitated the sonnd of a woodbird, and \n
a few moments Sam Sanderson came up.
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" Take this boy, Jim Wilkins, t o the captain's will not know the "difference, and you will be
tent, Sam," said Ben. " He wants to join the more comfortable and :ride better than in others."
Liberty Boys."
"Then shall I tell father?"
Dick was sitting by
fire in front of his tent
"Yes, and ask him to come over. Jack, you
with Bob and Mark when Sam and the strange can go back with Jim," smiling. "I think you
boy came up.
had better stick to that name. It will save ex"This is Jim Wilkins, captain. He wants to p1anations."
join the Liberty Boys."
"Come along, Jim," chuckled Jack.
"Sit down, Jim. There's a log. So you want
Jennie came back an hour later with her
to join the Liberty Boys, do you?''
greatcoat white with snow, and Sam, who was
"I reckon I would, captain," was the reply, , then on duty, said with a laugh:
but the boy remained standing, a.nd seemed a bit
"Well, that looks as if we were having some
weather. I , am afraid we cannot get after the
confused.
"How old are you, Jim?"
Cherokees if that sort of thing keeps up."
"Sixteen, captain."
"I reckon the farther south we go the better
"H'm! you are ~mall for your age. Where do it'll be," muttered Runyon, who followed. "Capyou live?"
"- tain in?"
"At Ninety-Six, captain. I h ave been with the
"Yes," Sam returned, and the girl and her
men, but I thought it would be better--"
father went on. .
.
.
It sno;ved cons1derab~e durrng ~he mght, and
.Jack Warren came along and began to whistle,
causing Mark to look up and smile, he and Jack the boys progress the next mornmg was somebeing great chums. Jack had a habit of whis- :vhat slow, . but they proceeded nevertheless, betling when anything odd struck him, causing it mg . determmed to overtake the <;!herokees and
to blaze up and throw a strong light upon the pumsh them and :r:escue the . captives they had
strange boy's face.
.
tll;ken away. As Dick ha9 said_. v_ery few of the
"So you are Jim Wilkins, eh? " laughed Dick. Liberty Boys suspected Jim W1lkms to be oth~r
"I don't think that is nearly as good a name as than wha_t he passed for, an~ those wh? ~1d
Jennie Rnnyon."
we:r:e cautioned _not to say anythmg, the maJo:r:1ty
Jack vYent on whistling, Mark grinned, Bob ti:kmg everytb_mg for granted, and regardmg
laughed outright, and the new boy looked great- Jim as .a boy hl;ce th~mselves.
.
1y confused and blushed deeply.
Puslung on as rap 1 dly a~ possible, the ~oys at
"You can't fool the captain miss " declared. las~ came to a ~ort of .ravrne throug h w_h1ch the
Jack.
'
'
trail. led, and Dick: decided to proceed with s?me
"Nor you, either, in this case, Jack," returned cauti~n, ~ot kn?Wl,Il~ that the Cherokees. might
Mark. "\So that is what you were whistling be lymg ~n wait fo1 them, the place bemg exabout, is it?"
cellently . a dapted for a:'l. ambush.
He :-''~nt
"How did you guess it, captain?" asked Jen- ahead :n1th half a 9ozen ~f the boys, not noticmg
nie masquerading undex the name of Jim Wil- that Jim, a s Jenni.e ~ontmued to be ca_lled, was
kin~.
a!!1ong. them. T~e girl hung back a httle, a!1d
"Oh, I remembered,'' simply. "Does any one Dick. did not notic::e h er, Jack. Warren,_ who did,
else know of this?"
keepmg by_ her side but say~ng nothmg. The
supposed J nn rode a h·'.lrse hke many another
"Yes, father fixed me up. I want to go on boy, and there was nothing in that to betray her,
and help get poor Sophie away from the In.dians, as many girls in fhe Carolinas rode astride, the
and he thought I'd be in better company than same as boys.
with tl;l.e men. He thought you wouldn't know
Jenni e had a rifle slung over her shoulder, but
the difference."
as they went on she carried it in her hands,
Jack whistled again, Mark grinned, and Bob ready to i1se at a moment's notice, as did many
laughed outright.
.
of the bc,>ys. T11ey went on · for some little dis"I guess your father doesn't know Dick Slater tance without seeing anything, but presently
very we11," he said. "What did you think your- Dick began to notice signs which indicated the
self?"
.
presence of Indians, and he proceeded with more
"Oh, I thought I would pass all right. The caution. The boys did tl1e same, holding their
boy on guard and the one -who brought me here weapons in readiness. not knowing when they
did not notice anything strange.''
might need them. All of a sudden Jennie saw
"Perhaps ,not," replied Dick. "Well, if you the plumed topknot of an Indian come slowly up
really want to go to your friend, and think you behind a clump of bushes, and then a rifle barcan stand the hardshipi I don't see why you rel l?rotrude a short distance below it. The Inshould not go with us. Your boy's clothes will dian was in such a position that Dick did not see
keep you warmer than your own would, and you him, and it was not certain if any of the other
will be treated wjth all consideration-more, no boys did.
doubt, than if you remained with the men, who
Dick was in danger, the rifle being pointed
would nb~ 1.r nderstand your motive."
directly at him, and Jennie did not wait to alarm
"Tben. l may remain \'vi th you, captain?" any one else. At once she threw her own rifle
eagerly.
into position and fired. Crack! There was a
"Yes. but your father had better come with us. sharp report, which awoke the echoes far and
He 'Will think so himself, I guess, when he con- near and stai:tled the boys, as they had not exsiders it.''
pected anything of the sort. Ech '.ling the report
""And yau think I had better keep on these came a shrill yell, and an Indian suddenly sprang
clothes?"
into the air a)ld plunged forward, rolling down
"By all means. Many of the Ljberty Boys a little bank and lying motionless. In a mo-
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ment other Indians appeared, but at once tl'le
boys opened fire upon them, not waiting to be
attacked.
Muskets and pistols rattled and cracked, fierce
yells sounded, and a score or more. Cherokees
came rushing out, thinking to take the brave
fellows unawares. Each of the boys had three
or four pistols, and some had even more than
t:1at number, and the Indians, who rushed in expecting to find t,h em unprepared, found themselves greatly surprised.
They thought they
eould rush in and scalp the boys befo1·e they rebacted, but found themselves greatly mistake,n.
Several fell before they discovered their mistake, and now other Liberty Boys came riding
i. 1to the ravine at a gallop, attracted by the
. ~und of firing. In such a case there was ever
' delay, and B ob dashed in at once, with ,half
Liberty B'lys at his back. The Cherokees
ckly realized their mistake and ed, but fox
SJ!'pe of them it was a fatal en-or, ana they
. would never more trouble the settlers or the
Liberty Boys.
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uni forms and harness, and patroling the neighborhood.
Some little time after this Dick set out to
scour the neighborhood, and see if there were
any signs of the Cherokees or To1·ies. The lat t er might have beer. able to get possession of
Sophie Woodhull, although the Cherokee chief
had had decided objections to letting her go the
last time that Dick ad seen him, and th is he
must detennine. He .set off on foot, making his
way moi·e by ]tis sense of direction than by any
light he had, as the moon and stars were hidden,
and thei-e was little light in the woods.
There was the trail, which was tolerably well
trodden, apd easy to follow, and he took this,
going on at a comparafrvely ·apid rate, all things
cpnsidered. At length, after being some li ttle
time on the way, he sa\Y light at a considerable
distance faint at first, but gradually growing
larger and brighter as lie went on.
"That js a cilmp fire," he said to himself, as
he we;it on, and th.en he looked back to see if the
camp fires of the Liberty Boys were visible.
He could ot see them, and knew, therefore,
that there was no danger to be feared from the
men ahead if they weTe enemies. Thei::e was litCHAPTER VIII.-Keeping Up the Fight.
tle ch ance th.at t;bey were anything else, as there
'l'h.e Liberty Boys pushed on through the de- was no likeli hood that the~·e would be friends in
file, 'keeping up a steady fire upon the Cher o- this regi1m, aln:ost a wi lderness. There was, of
kees, never wasting a shot, and only firing when cour e, t e remote j>ossibility that they m ight
they were sure of h.itting something. The red- be friends, but ther~ was more chance that they
skins returned the fire, but not so frequently nor were enemies, and Dick concluded to go upon
with such good effect, very few of the boys be- this l' upposition. Keeping steadily on, the light
ing hit, and none seriously. They were not as gre Y b~·ighter and b:i;ighter, and was easily made
cool as the boys, and seemed a bit discouraged out as a camp .fh·e, a nd a large one. Then Dick
:-it their failure to surpr' se the latter, and at could see dal"k figure passing in front of the
their pluck and determ·"ati on, while the boys Jight at odn times~ :md could at length make
themselves simply acted as they always did in a these out t n be lndians, f om their plumes, their
fight. whether with Indian s, redcoats, or any dress. and their style o walk.
"There is a Jarge C-'.lmp the1·e," he said. "Still,
one else.
•They knew that Dick Slater wanted them to I think we mig<tt attack it. with the force that
we have at coJJ,1.!nana, all Indian fighters, and
k8~ p their heads and l·emain co9l, and they did
the·r best to follow out his wishes, knowing that vell n e 1 to the ways of these people."
the cooler they re mained the m'Jre chance they .
Continui"'g, things became more and more dish:id of succeeding. The Cherokees fell back, th1ct i:n the camp, and Dick could ma_1<c out
keep ing up a certain resistance. but n0t j n the voices, although he could not understand what
dogged manner they sometimes disp aved, and ,Jt was sa;d. TJJ.ere were smaller fi res, as Jlick
w:ls readily seen that they had .' ttle hope of cquld ow see, these havjng been unob ervahle
winning and were merely trying to save them- on :>ccou nt of the 1?.rger one. Around these
5e1ves from an utter rout.
sm lier fires the redskil s were gathered. there
The men from Ninety-Six and the soldiers being no.,,e about the la ·Q"er oue, which i;:we out
fr..,m the fort were wi th the h0vs now, and all a con s; derahle heat as well as light. ',I'he).·e were
we:re del'ermined to keep u p the fight, every blow t ee1lees, and h '~"ks , and in front of one of +he
they dealt their cruel enemies co1 nting so inut:th lattei:, as Dick drew nearer and crouched bel1i•1d
in their favor. On they wept th ~mgh the de- a tl"ee, be aw a young girl and two little chil'
file, the Cherokees retreating rapidly when they dren.
found that the L iberty B·?YS and t'heir allies
He recognized t11e girl as Sophie Wo0<lhull,
were determined to give them all the punishment whom he had seen at the time he had resc:.:ed
possible. The young patriots kept after them for Jennie, but he did not know the child,r en. The
two or three hours. and then, as evening was shack was at a little dis tance from th e cc'rc of
approaching, decided to halt, having been on the the camp, and the light of the large fo·0 shone
march tlrn better part of the day. It was likely full upon it, so that it woul<l be imp'ls;;ih~e to
that the redski n s wrmld keep on till afte..- d'lrk, approacl1 it except from the rear, a:nd c-. en then
1->ut the boys knew that thev c,.,,,1r1 ,.,ve1·take i:hP , ca11t'on .mi 1<t be u::;cd, as tl>e·ce we-e teepees b<-a11cl were in no mood tn IT" f"'""'~ 'lt. that t>me. t-.<·ce,,. it a nd th.'! v.rooc1. . These ·er'.! c 1 0s3d at
They would keep up the fi!"l·• ev -i if they the J).l'lment. arid there was n·J one in fro11t of
1ef'ted at this time, and if the rPflf' thrrnght they them, but there was no lrn'lwing ·when the occumeant to abandon it thev w n•1lcl fi n d ort their pants m'Q,·11t c'.lme out n:r some of the Cherokees
<'ITOr. At dui"k the fires were l igJ?.,t ed, an d the approach them from difi'erent points.
hoys busied themselves in m'lnv wavs, making
Dick worked around to thfl nea1·P.;;t ini-:t •o
camp, getting supper, looking after weapons, the shack, and watched it, wonderin g how 110
•
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He had brought his greatcoat al :>ng, and now,
as Sophie passed the little boy to him, he wrapped the child up in it, waited for Sophie to come
out with the little girl through the hole in the
shack, and then hurried into the woods.
"Take hold of the skirt of my coat,'' he said.
"There is very little light, but I know the way.
Later we can profit by the firelight, but not now.
Don't make any noise, children. You are safe
with Sophie and me."
"Where is the ;funny Indian boy?" asked the
little girl.
"He has gone. Sh! Don't talk."
Dick went on, as fa st as he could, and was beginning to congratulate himself upon havin g
CHAPTER IX.-A Daring Rescue.
made good h'is escape, when he heard a great
Removing his greatcoat and laying it along- outcry in the bushes where 11e lrnd left the young
side a thick bush beside which he was crouching, Indian under the scrub oak.
Dick began to imitate the squeal of a little pig,
"Never mind that; come right along," he said ,
backing away as he did so. In a few moments taking the child from Sophie so that she might
the sound attracted the attention of the amor- get on better. "It will be a little time before
ous young Cherokee, and the thoughts of a good they can find him, and more before he can tell
dinnex had a greater effect upon him for the them what has happened, and more still before
moment than h is dreams of love in a wigwam. they miss you."
He presently arose and, looking about him, fol"vVho is making the outcry?"
lowed the direction of the -sounds which had at"The Indian boy. He has gotten the gag out
tracted him, and diverted his thoughts from ro- of his mouth, but he cannot release himself."
mance to the more practical subject of something
"What did you do to him?"
to eat.
"Bound and gagged him and left him' unde r
"I'm glad he has gone," said Sophie, with the tree. I was the pig he followed."
great emphasis. "Re wa.s simply insufferable!"
"Oh, I see !"
"Don't you think he wa.s funny, Sophie?" asked
All this time Dick was hurrying on with the
one of the children, a little girl.
two children i n his arms and Sophie just behin d,
"No, I don't; I think he was stupid.!'
Mea;ritime the young Indian did not seem to be being helped n ow by the light of the fire, which
able to come up with the little pig, which he aided while it did not reveal them plainly. The
could not see, although he could hear his squea ls outcries continued, the Indian boy calling for
and grunts very distinctly. At length, bearing help, as Dick supposed, instead •Of telling what
the grunts close at hand a nd not hearing the pig had happened. The boy could not tell who had
moving, he threw himself i;;uddenly forward, ex- bound him, as he had not seen Dick at any time,
pecting to seize the little animal by the- leg. In- the young patriot having kept in the dark all the
•
stead of doing so, he found himself suddenly time.
The Cherokees found the boy at last, as Dick
seized by the throat, and his face thrust deep
into a snovvdrift, where he was unable to utter judged by the sound, and then there was a lot of
explanation, as he knew the.x:e would J:,e. He hura sound.
His hands were quickly brought behind him, ried on with the two children, Sop)lie following
and secured firmly by his own belt, his ankles close behind, maki;ng use of every minute of the
being served in the same way with a striR of time, for he knew that the absence of the capbuckskin cut from his hunting shirt. Then, tives would be noticed in th,e end and that th e
n early stifled, he was turned over upon his back, cruel Cherokees would follow, determined to. reand a gag of moss thrust into his mouth. Then cover them. A last he heard a chorus of yells
Dick dragged him behind a sh1·ub oak whose that told him th a t the captiv:es were missed and
branches -nearly touched the ground, and secured that the Indians were going in pur suit of them.
"They may know from the work that a white
his feet to the trunk so that he coul\l not creep
back to he camp. Then he made his own way man has been there," e said to himself, "but
quickly back to where 'he had been, and found they won't know whether it was I or some of the
Sophie putti ng the two childTen to bed. He To1·ies, and -they are as likely not to follow the
creJ?t· cautiously up behind the shack, li 1)tening trail as to follow it."
He hurried on a s before, and at last knew
intently for any suspicious sounds, slashed a ho e
in the rude structure with his knife, and whis- from the sounds that the Cherokees were following hi,m. They had torch.es, which he could see ·
pered:
"Sh! don't be surprised or cry out. I have gleaming in the darkness, and he at once began
considering some way by which he could elude
come to res cue you."
"Who is that'?" a sked Sophie. "Sh! Keep the vigilance 0£ his pursuers. They had not seen ·
him as yet, and he kept in the shadow as much
s till, children!"
Dick cut a deeper slasp in the shack, and whis- as possible, so t.l;tat he might not be seen. He
soon came tp a thick grove by the side of tl1c
pered:
"Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys. trail, and here the crust was unbroken and quite
Quick-hand me one of the children. Take the hard.
other and follow me with all haste. I know not
"Follow me, Sophie," he said. "Tread as lightwhen my presence may be detected."
ly as you can. It is our only chance."
could attract the young girl's attention withou
exciting the suspicion of the Indians. There was
a young Cherokee, hardly older than Dick himself, sitting on the gTound close by, gazing intently at Sophie, and it needed but a glance to
tell the young captain that Sophie had made an
impression upon him and that he had the most
serious intentions of · asking her to share his
wigwam before very long. He watched her every motion, listened to her eve:r:y word, and,
seemed entirely wrapped up in her and all she
did, said or thought.
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In a few moments he was in the deepest of
shadows in a grove of pines, the branches . of
~ome of which swept the ground.
Feelmg
,Lround, he found a nook under the branches ai:d
close to a great trunk, where he spread his
greatcoat and wrapped the children in it, bi<;Iding them be quiet a s mice. 'Phen he led Sophie
to the spot, and told her fo sit beside the children, while he stole out of the grove. He scattered leaves and brush over the crust so as to
obliterate any tracks he may have made, and
then went back, seeing the light of the torches
much plainer than before. The!1 he went back
and waited. Fortunately the children were soon
asleep, arid would not betray them by their cries,
and Sophie of course could be depended upon
not to cry out.
All was dark and still under the .tree, and not
a gleam of light was seen a s the ~n~ians came
on rapidly, expecting to see the fugitives at any
moment. Dick did not look out, but he knew
when the Cherokees wen by, holding his pistols
l·eady, resolved to make a brave defense in case
he was discovered. The Indians passed on, however without a su spicion that )1e was so near to
therr: and he heard them getting farther and
farth~r off the two chi)dren sleeping peacefully,
and Sophi~ sitting beside them in utter silence.
At le,ngth they heard no sound of the redskins,
but Dick did not leave his shelter, where there
was comparative >varmth a.nd ~o win.d, not ~now
ing if one of hi§ crue~ enemies might still be
lurking about. Some time passe~, and then. he
heard faint sounds as of the Indians returmng,
and waited in some apprehension lest they discover the place where he was hiding. It seemed
as good a place a s any, and he did not want .to
wake the children to go elsewhere, and. so waited knowing that Bob and the Liberty Boys
w~uld not be alarmed until considerable more
time had elapsed.
1'he sound grew lou.der, and at last 11e look~d
out cautiously, creeping to the edge of his
strange shelter, and seeing. the torches gleaming
at some little distance: The Cherokees were at
some way to one side of the trail on another, and
would pass at a greater distance than when they
went by first, evidently thinking that he had
left the trail, and trying to find where he had
gone. They returned to the camp, and at length
he could see the torches only dimly, and then ot
at all, and he knew that it was safe for them to
go on.
"I don't want to be away too long," he said to
Sophie, "lest the boys f:row alarmed, .and be u!lcertain where to look f or me, so I thmk we will
go on."
"Won't you let me carry one of the children,
captain?" Sophie asked. "You should not do
everything."
"Yes, you m ay carry the smaller one, " Dick replied. "I will take a torch going back. The Indians will not see it now, and it will be of u se
to you."
He cut a number of pine sticks, and lighted
one by means of a sulphur matc'Ii, holding it
above his head as he went on, carrying the little
boy in his arms. The torch was of great benefit to Sophie, for she could now see her way and
was not obliged to cling to Dick a s before, and
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their progress was more rapid than when they
were without it. Both children were asleep, and
did not wake up even when Dick reached the
camp, much to the a stonishment of the Liberty
Boys, with a young girl and two children with
him.
·
Sophie and the children were accommodated in
one of the shacks, and made thoroughly comfortable, and then Di.ck related his adventures, the
boys being greatly interested. There was no
alarm from the Indians that night, and in the
morning Sophie and the children saw their people, being greatly overjoyed at being restored to
them. Jennie came out without knowipg that
Sophie was there, and was much a stonished a t
seeing her.
"Why, Jennie Runyon, what al'e you doing in ·
boy'::; clothes?" asked Sophie, in great astonishment, and thep for the first time many of the
boys learned that Jim Wilkins was ·not a boy.
"Waiting for you, of course," laughed Jennie.
"It was more convenient to go this way. I
thought I might> join the Liberty Boys," with ~
laugh.
"Well, and why didn't you?"
' "Oh, the captain's eyes were too sh arp."
"Well, I should say so! Why, any one might
know you were not a boy,'' decidedly.
"All of them did not, for all that," with a
laugh.
It was decided to send t he two girls and the
children back to the fort, as it might be some
time before they would catch up with the Indians, and some of the men made preparations to
return at once, othe:r:s keepi ng on with the troops
and the Liberty Boys. There were other captives who were still with the Indians, and the
relatives of these i:emained with the Liberty
Boys. Dick could not rescue them all, of course,
and he had been fortunate in getting away with
those that he had rescued, and they con sidered
themselves very lucky. Sophie told Dick that
Rad Dunham, Bije Needha m, Potter Walker and
the other Tories, as well as Major Duncan; had
left the Cherokees, the latter threatening them
w ith death if th ~y remained.
She did not know where they had gone, but
concluded that they had made their way to Detroit or some other point where the British had
a fort.
"VIie will probably see no more of them,'' declared Bob. "The major evidently did not possess the influence over Onogonoh and the Cherokees that he thought he did."
"No, and especially after the lossei;i that the
redskins suffered,'' returned D ick. "The Tories
knew that they would not be safe at Ninety-Six,
a nd so were glad enough to go with the major,
w ho was no doubt glad to have company."
"Well, we can do )Vithout the lot of them,:;., with
a laugh, "and if they are wi se they will not retur n to the neighborhood of the foi:t, as they
wjll be sure to be hanged if they do."
Soon after breakfast the Liberty Boys set out
in pursuit of the Cherokees, who were found to
have left their camp in great haste evidently,
as the fires had long burned out and it seemed
likely that they had left immediately after the
return of the searching party the night before.
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CHAPTER X.-Storming a Tory Fortress.
. The Liberty Boys rode rapidly, being determined to catch up with the Cherokees and admini ster a severe punishment for the many atrocities they had committed. 'r_he girJs and the
children were well on their way to Njnety-Six
by that time, and would probably be at home
again long before the boys had come up with the
Cherokees. The boys were sorry to lose Jennie, especially three or four w~o ha~ ~uddenly
discovered that she was not Jim W1lkms, and
these would be sure to sto)1 at Ni;nety-Six on
their way back, in order to renew their acquaintance.
The boys did not come up with the Cherokees
that day nor the next, and it was evident that
the Indians were making their way with all possible haste "into theiT own country. The boys and
their allies were determined to pursue them,
however no matter how far they went, and kept
on resoiutely. The next day, ha ving cha.nged
their course somewhat, they came upon a hastily
abandoned camp, not that of a pal'ty of Indians,
apparently, but of whites, many things being
found which led to this belief. There was an
old boot, some cooking utensils not used by Inc!ians, and a military jacket. Y''hat attracted
Dick's attention the most was a httle shawl such
as women often thi;ew over t~eir heads, its presence here raising a good deal of discussion.
"These Tories who were supposed to have left
the Cherokees have been hanging about," declared Bob, "and have succeeded in getting some of
the prisoners away."
"It certainly looks like it," added Mark, "and
then here is this military jacket. That must belon~ to the major."
"It looks like it," remarked Dick. "If the girls
we1·e here they might tell us about the little
shawl. That certainly does n ot belop.g either to
the major or to one of the Tories."
"No, it does not," said Bob, "'a nd I believe it
belcngs to some girl or W('man whom these fellows have gotten away from tue reds."
It was getting on towai·d evening, the weather
was threatening, and Dick had about decided to
.halt fo;r the night, when they came upon the
abandoned camp1 the ii.res not yet being out,
whi c showed. that the men could not- have been
gone very long.
"I th\nk I will reconnoiter," said Dick presently, the boy being busy making· camp. "Come
along, Bob. Get half a dozen of the boys to go
with us."
Bob quickly picked out .Ben, Sam, the two
Harrys, A1'thur Mackay and Jack Warren, and
they all set off upon the t::ail of the supposed
Tories, this being ea:sy to follow . For a time it
was easy going, but at length the trail led into
a very rough, hilly district, where there were
deep drifts, steep paths ancl tangled thickets.
In fact, it was impossible to ollow it on their
horses, and Dick left Ben and Sam to look after
them while he and the rest went on.
There was a trail, which could be found without difficulty, but not with the J10rses, and Dick
went on with the rest, climbing a rough path at
length, and coming to a point where a wall of
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ledge rock rose right across the road, blocking
all progress.
"How are we going to get any farther?" asked
Bob. "Have we come the r ight way?"
"Yes; but I think that the Tories have blocked the path since they came up."
At that moment Dick heard a suspicious sound
above, and quickly stepped to one side.
"Look out, Bob!" he whispered.
Bob stepped to the other side, when down came
a rock weighing t"\VO or three hundred pounds.
"Hallo, up there! What are you about?" cried
Dick.
Then the head of the ,major appeared over the
wall of rock, and the major himself said:
"vVe are trying to keep you fellows below from
coming u p, to be sure. I should imagine that
was plain to any one's comprehension, my dear
fellow, w.oul<ln't you now?"
"Oh, then you must have some particular reason," replied Dick. "Oh, very well, we won't
trouble you now, so take your comfort, my dear
man."
The boys then went back, joining Jack and
the two Harrys lower on the path.
"Those i·ascall-y Tor i s are up there," Dick said,
'.'but they know we are coming, and it would be
too dangel'Ous to attemp to reach them at this
t ime."
"But you want to get up ;there?" said Bob.
"Yes, but e mus1i be cautious."
The boys went do"''n the path out of sight of
the Tories, up among the rocks, and back to where
they had left the horses. Then Dick $ent Ben
and Harry back to ;the camp to get some ropes
and bring up more of the Liberty Boys, for he
was determined to storm the fortress of the
Tories, and rescue the girls they had carried
away.
"I think there must be m<>re than one girl with
the rascals," he said, "and we must get them
away. It will be better to wait till after dark,
'Vhen we can wol'k to better advantage."
"Do :you think they will stay there?" asked
Bob.
"Yes, for it is g:i;owing dark, and the country is
too rough to go on now. By using caution we
can get up there and rout the villain-s."
"You sent fol' rQpe$," returned Bob.
"Yes, t.o make ladders with which to get up
in a hurry. Qne OT two of us must make our wav
up and! fa sten the ladders. Then the rest can ascend with.J..ittle trouble."
"Very ~ood!''. with ~laugh. "Do you think you
can qo it, Dick, with those fellows keeping
watch?"
"We shall l1ave - to be cautious, but I think it
can be done. They have thrown down rocks to
block the path, but I do not doubt that we can
climb up, and I am o-oing to try it. You will do
the same?"
" To be sure," chuckling. "Anything that has a
touch of danger in it is just to my taste. I would
like nothing better than getting ahead of the major and his rascally confederates."
"Then when all is dark and quiet up there, we
will try it. They ·will be on guard, ·b ut so much
the better. It will be all the more credit to us if
we can outwit them in spite of their keeping
guard." .
(
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"Yes, that's what I think," with a laugh.
The boys waited till dark for the return of the
messengers with the ropes and more of the Liberty Boys. There were a dozen and more in the
fres h party, and they h ad brought rop e. enough
to make three or four ladders, long enough to
reach the top of the pass. They now set to work
to make these, which were to be quite strong, as
· they might have to support five -0r six boys at
once. They all set to work, four ladder;:; being
<'o nstructed, each of sufficient length to reach the
top.
Dick and Bob had intended to go up from the
J rst, but as Mark had come with the reinforce.,.,cnts, ·h e would have to take part in the attack,
: l<l Ben would also use one of the ladders, so as
to send up more boys at a time. The boys worked
ra pidly and had a fire, being far enough away
from the Tory stronghold not to be seen. When
n l was r eady, they advanced cautiously, making
no noise and keeping in the dark, lest the enemy
might have some one on the watch. The latter
i ad a fire, as could be plainly seen, .but Dick could
,·ee none of them on guard, and &O did not think
t:iat the sentries were very close to the rocks.
Fastening one end 9f a rope-ladde r to his belt
:md allowing the other end to rest on the ground,
Dick began making his way up the rocks, finding
p!aces for his hands and feet, and going up slowly
but steadily. Bob fou.nd another place to go up
a little distance from Dick, and then Ma1·k and
Ben picked out other places at equal distances
from the two leaders, and all began making their
way slowly and cautiously to the top. It was
slow work, for they had to be careful not to make
any noise to alarm the Tories as well as to be
sure of their footing, as a fall might result disastrously.
They were all sure-footed , and all realized the
necessity of caution and went st eadily on, the
boys awaiting the signal to follow, and also
standing ready to meet ,with a mishap. None happened, however, and the four boys reached the
top very nearly at the same time, signally to each
other now and then to tell how they were getting
along. The Tories were sitting around a fire at
some little distance from tbe edge of the bluff,
which they deemed insurmount able, and there was
no guard placed near it
They seemed to think t hat the boys had gone
away, even if they had .not, that there would be
no way of getting up to the ca'mp above, and now
they wexe laug ·ng and sin ·irtg, smokin,,. and
chinking and enjoying t emselves in fancied security, while the p\ucky boys were gett.ing ready
to storm the citadel.
Dick reached the top, ecured the end of his
ladder under a heavy stone, and signaled to the
others that 11e was rea dy. In another moment
Bob gave a similar signal, and shortly after that
Mark and Ben did the same, and at once the boys
below began to swarm up the ladders. Dick could
easily have been seen by the light of the fire had
any -0f the T ories been looking, but all were otherwise engaged, and no one turn.e~l to ee if there
might be a possible enemy app1"oachfog.
Then, greatly to their surprise, there was a
~hout and a sudden rush, and a core of gallant
boys came runnin g toward them. They sprang
up in great haste and prepared to efend them-
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selves, but it was too late to make a rally, now
with the enemy right upo;n them, and many of
them began to seek safety in flight. There were
two or three girls in a little nook in the rocks
with a fire of their own, -and these now recogn ized the Liberty Boys, knew that they we1·e rescued and ran toward them uttering glad cries.
The Tories tried to stop them, but the boys were
too close~ and they ran away instead.

CHAPTER XL-After the Redskins.
There was a considerabl e number of the Tories,
but the attack of the daring young patriot was so
unexpected that they did not stop to think that
the later might be repulsed, but made off, this
way and that, as fast as they could. Having secured the girls, the boys had no particular desire
to pursue the Tories, and as soon as Dick had
made sure that the enemy h ad not run off with
any more he said:
"That is all we came here for, and these fellows can get away if they choose. All 1 have to
.say to them is, that I would advise them to keep
as far away from us as J?OSsible after this."
The girls were greatly rejoiced to see the boys,
for they had feared that they would be carried
away and never see th_eir friend$ again.
"Were there any more prisoners with the redskins?" asked tDick of .o ne -0f' them.
"Yes, ·there were three or four children and an
old woman. The Tories would not be troubled
with them, and they had to act suddenly in order
to get us away, as the Cherokees suspected that
they w<>uld be hanging about the camp, ready
to run away with us, which they managed to do
one night after they had been driven out by the
Indians.
"Well, it is n<>t likely that they will ti·ouble us
any more, and now we will get aft~· the Cherokees again, and it is to be hoped that we will soon
overtake them, rescue the ca;>tives, ano give the
redskins a merited punishmen t."
Dick ilid not attempt to open the J_)ath bP.1ow,
but took the girl s down by way of th e lacldeTs
which vvere loosened at length and carried away,
there being alway ·a use for g ood ropP. The boys
then returned to their camp, where the giTls were
made as comJortabl e a circumstan c s would permit, Dick sending wo r d by some of the boys to
thefr friend in the other camp hat they had been
rescued .
·
"You won't want to g o clown into the IndJan
country with us, it fa not likely," suid Dick to the
girls, "and so we have notified your fl' i J)ds, and
they will probably start back with you in the
m01:ning. Just now, howe er, make yom·selves as
comfortabl e as you can, and we wiJl do all that is
possible to n;iake you easy."
The girls grea'tly enjoyed being with the Liberty ~oys, und Patsy and bis a istants got up a
fine supper for their henefit, and this thev .reli shed, as they had had but poor cntf' ·tainment
duTing their stay, both with the Indian and with
the Tories. In the morning the girl set out for
the fort, and the boy pr e p~red to go on. Then
a mes enger came from Ninet~'-Six 1-.·jth the. news
tbat General Pickens was coming on with a large
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force to pursue the Cherokees, and punish them
for their many depredations. The entire force,
Liberty Boys and all, determined to wait for
Pickens before proceeding.
Meantime, Dick
thought it would be as well to look for the Major
and the Tories to prevent their doing any more
mi~hief.

"If these fellows learn that Pickens is coming,'' be saicL to Bob, "they will try and warn the
Cherokees and thus prevent our doing anyt11ing,
and for that reason I think we had better find
out where they are, and put it out of thefr way to
make trouble."
"Yes, that is a good idea," declared Bob. "The
redskins do not like them any too much, but this
would be doing the reds a favor, and might benefit the Tories as well."
"Yes, it would, no doubt. It might give the
major a chance to regain the influence he has lost,
:i.nd that would be a great thing for the redcoats."
"Yes, and enable them to use the Indians
against us again, particularly in the west and
south."
"Well, I imagine they 'have not gone very far,"
c-0ntinued Dick, "and we will have a look for
them."
Dick, Bob, and a number of the boys who had
been on the expedition of the day before, no"i' set
off, taking the rnpe-ladders with them, as it was
thought better to look for the Tories in the place
whence they had been driven.
"People think that tightning never strikes twice
in the same place," laughed Dick, "and it rarely
does. I think the Tories will go upon >that supposition and Teturn to the place where we found
them yesterday. We shall have to cl~mb up again,
as we have taken dow;n the ladders, but we won't
mind that, and it will be easier by day than it
was in the dark."
The boys were after the redskins_, but it was
part of their work to get after the Tories also,
and they now ~set out eagerly, hoping to accompli sh something. They arrived at the pass where
they Jlad climbed up the previous night, and
found that it would be much easier to get up than
before. Some of the rocks had been loosened in
pulling down the laddexs, and more were taken
out, there being no sound from above.
"We may be disappointed, .Dick," observed Bob.
"I don't hear anything fro m up there."
"They might not come back a once," :retuTned
Dick, "and of course I may be mistaken. I do
·not claim that I can never make a mistake."
"No, but you don't often do it," with a laugh.
As there seemed to be no one up at the top of
the pass, the boys were able to work all the fa te:r
and with less caution, and they rapidly clenrcd
awa v the -path to the former fort of the Taxies.
They got to tl1e top and began to look about them.
There were evidences tnat the .Jnen, or some one,
had been there since the night before, as there
were the remains of a fire, not altogether o.ut, bits
of rubbish and an old pair of breeches.
"Thev were here this morning," declared Bob.
"Yes; and they will be back again," added Dick.
"They want to be sure that we have gone before
they go on, anc;l. this is as good a place as they can
find."

"I believe it is, but they would have to cleaT
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away the rocks, and they don't like to take too
much trouble."
" I know they do not, but it would be less to do
that than to go around through the woods and
hills, and I am certain the men will return before
very long."
The greater part of the boys remained in the
little open space at the top of the rocks, while
Djck and Bob went ahead, following a fairly good
path. Dick at length heard voices, his hearing
being much better than that of Bob, to whom he
whispe1·ed:
"There is some one ahead of us, and I think it is
Rad and the rest. Corne on cautiously."
The boys -went on, and at last Bob could hear
voices as well as Dick. They proceeded with still
more caution, and soon they could smell smoke
and hear the voices plainer than ever, and finally,
peering through the bushes, saw a half dozen ~f
the Tories sittin$" about a fire in a little opening.
"I reckon we can make as much that way as
follerin' the major," declared Bije, Dick noticing
that the major was not in the group.
"You are sure they have got it, Bije?" asked
Rad.
"I shorely am. I knowed these folks before,
and. I knowed they · ad it then, and it's likely
they've got it yet."
"Yes, there ain't much chaust to spend mon ~ y
in the wildernes . Do they know we're about?"
"No, for they didn't see me. I was a bit astoni hed io see them myself but I didn't come out,
and they haven't any id~a that there's anybody
about, no more'n nothin', l tell yer."
"How mal).v are there?"
"The oJd man and his three boys, and then
there's the woman and the two gals, and they all
shoot, every one on 'em."
.,
· "Where would they keep the money, Bije?"
a keel another.
"They allus did keep it in a chest under the bed
in the ground floor chamber, and I reckon it's
there now."
"And w ere's the cabin?"
"Over yonder, about half a mile. Go do,,·n the
pa ss, cut over to the west'ard about quarter of a
mile, and you come to a path through the cornfields, and there y-0u are. I reckon they're doing
putty well, and they hain't spent anv o' the mone\·
out here, it ain't likely; 'cause the~e isn't no wa y
to spend it."
"We better go at night, if they kin all shoot as
you say, for I ain't runnin' no chances."
"That'll be al) right, for I ain't runnin' 'em myelf. They always was early to bed an' early to
rise, so we won't have to wait long for 'em to get
to sle1:1p."
D,ick signaled to Bob, and both boys crept away
noiselessly.
"I am not at all surprised at their going into a
sc11erne of this kind," observed D.ick, when they
were well away from the Tories. "It i s just like
them."
"What are you going to do, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Try and get bold of them before night, or catch
then:i at this robbery?"
"We will catch them, Bob. Then we will have
evidence against them which will surely hang
them if ever they come back to Ninety-Six. They
0
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might deny that they were with the Cherokees,
but this affair will be different."
"I don't thin k they \Vil! all go back if these settlers get after tl,em," grimly.
''No, I don't think they will."
The two young patriots went back to the rest,
and then all descended the path.
"We will go and see these people," declared
Dick, "and warp them about this affair."
"Don't you think we had better be there,
Dick?" asked Bob.
"Yes , of course, but we wjll tell them ahead of
time."
The boys all set off in the direction of the cabin
as told by the Tory, and at length reaclied it. The
settler and his family we.re greatly astonished to
see them, and gave them a 1rna1·£y welcome.
"Do you know Bije Neenham ?" asked Dick.
"Yes, I know him. I hope he ain't no friend
o' yourn, 'cause he ain't no good, in my opinion,"
the settler rejoined. "No, he is not. He is in the
neighborhood, with a lot of men as bad as himself. They are planning to rob you."
"I want to know!"
"Yes, he has seen you, and thjnks that yo u have
a chest of money, and there is a plan on foot to
come here to-night and get the money after you
are all in be<l."
"Do tell. That'::, cute, ain't it? How do they
know I've g·ot any chest of money?"
"Bije say. you have. I do;n't care whethP.r you
have or not, but these men are coming to the
cabin to-night, and if you think you need any ·h elp ,
the Liberty Boys will give it to you."
"Well, that's plumb clever o' you 1 but I reckon
we kin look aTter ourseJves. We'1·e -tarnation
good shots, the gals an' all, an' I just Teckon that
if Bije Needham or any one el e tries to get into
this 'ere cabin, he'll get o many holes into bis
carcass that it won't hold rum ncir nothin' else
after."
"There is a large force of them, twe ty or
.
more."
"Do tell! An' they want my :mol\ey, do they?
That is, if I've got any. Wonder who to1c1 'em
such story as that 'ere?"
Dick sa>v that the settler was averse to acknowledge that he ha<l any money, and he did not
press the matter, merely saying:
"We will be outside, an<l if you want us, just
blow your dinner horn, and we will come up. We
are always ready to help tho e who need it, and
you will find us ready. These fellows had bettev
not remain long in the n~ighborhood, for, if we do
not g·et after them, General Pickens will, as .h e
is ori the '"a~· here with a large f,arce."
"I want to know. What is he doing of around
here?"
"We are after the Cherokees, who have been
rising again. Well, I do not tJ1ink these fell ows
will trouble you before night, so we will go now,
but will return before they coll:ie." ·
"Much obliged to ye, Cap'n," said the settJer,
"but Bije needn't ter trouble hissel.f, 'cau se I ain't
got no chest o' money."
"Well, h~ thinks you have, and he and the
others will be here to-night. You go to bed a
usual, or rather, put out your lights, o as not
to alarm the rascal s, and we will be on hand in
good time."
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"Beats all how some fellers 'low their:;elves to
be fooled, don't it, Cap'n ?" with a laug-h.
"Yes, it does, but they are coming, so don't go
to sleep, but be on the watch for them, and we
will give you all the help you need. We don't
want any day for this, for that is part of our
.
duty. Good-day, for the present."
Then the boys wen back to where they had left
theiT ,horses, and returned to camp, seeing pothing of the Tories or any other enemies on the
way.
CHAPTER XII.-Routing the Tories.
.!'Do •you t.hink the set11er has any money,
Dick?" asked Mark, wh n the boys told the story
of their adventure to those who hat! stayed be·
hind.
"Yes I think he ·has, ;md he \'v iii be very glad
of om; help, but he did not wish to admit that he
haC! a.ny. He is cautiou . , tilthough he mu , t know
that we woul(l not ·ob him."
"Some fellows are su picious by ":nature, and
cannot J:ielp it, <tn,d I suppo se he is thi sort. You
are ureJie has the chest of money?"
"He has something, although I don't know how
much, of course ; but-his manner assured me that
he was not a s destitute as he wished to make
out." >
"What he J1as may not amount to very much,
and yet it might seem a g oad deal to Rad and
Bije and the rest. Proba bly the major would not
consider it anything."
Dick de ·ided that it wou ld be better for the
boys not' to be een during the day, so as not to
alarm the Tories, should any of them be about,
and they remained iu camp, occupying themselves
jn variou ways till dark. Dick djd not consider
it neces aTy to take a La1·ge detacnment with him
to the cabin, but just sufficient to give the Tories
a good surpri se and admini$ er a sound tbrashing
in case they became too ob treperous.
"These fellffws . need a good trouncing,'' declared Ben Spurlock to Sam Sanderson, "and I
hope they wm give us a chance to let them have
it."
"Why, to be sQre, tbey ought to oblige us in a
little thing like that," rejoined Sam, with a laugh.
"We won't ask them," chuckled Harry Judson,
"and un1e ·s they run away they will catcl1 it good
and hot."
Shoi:tly after dark t11e boys made their way to
t'he cabin and hid themselves in the thicket, Yihere
they could see any one who approached the place.
There were lig hts in the cabin still, but Dick did
not go to t11e p~a ce, »referring not to let the settler and bis family know that they were about.
Th~ lights went out at last, and everything was
dark and still abo11t the cabin and the immediate
neighborhood, the occasional cry of some night
bird and the sighing of the wi nd thrnugh the trees
being all the so unds t1rnt wei;e beard. Some little
time pas$ed, and at last Dick heard the stealthy
ti:ead o a !.)Umber of me.u on the cri,sp snow, and,
looking out cautiou ly, saw the ToTies approaching in good fo rce. 1'he sky was clear, the moon
shone bright, and everything promised well for
Dick and the Libert~· .Boys, as they aould see the
marauders without being detected themselves.
"Pity it ''' asn't a dark an' stormy night,''
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too tarnation light for our

"Yes, but v:c c:an't make weatl~er just as we like
it," muttered I:ad, ·'an d we gotLer take just what
co mes along. Come a head, the lot cf ns, and bust
in the door afore they know s we're abJu t . Then
we kin all ru sh in, grnb the ches t, $hoo t down any
on 'em what tries ter hinder us and ge : out."
"All right, come ahead."
"They'll get a re ce ption that they are n ot looking for," muttered Bob, "but they deserve it ."
The Tories m a de a sudden dash t0w::i.rd the
house, and in a m oment heavy blows r :.ined upon
the front door a nd also up on the ba<::c Hardly
h ad the blows begu n, b efore there ci> me a t r e-·
mendous cracking of muskets, in fro nt an d behind. Crack-crack-crack! Then st artle d ci-ies
were heard. and the Tories beg an to g-et a ' ':ay
from the cabin.
"Now!" shouted Dick. "Do not spa r e t he ruffians !"
Out flew a dozen of the Liberty Boy s a nd began to deliver a volley upon the ruffi ans in front
of the cabin. The settlers kept up a fi r e from
within , and it was evident t1° at th ey wer e well
provid ed to ~tand a $:cg'. having plenty of weanons as well as ammu niti on. The Tories \\' ere
startled, for they thought that they had only the
people in the log- cabin to fear , and now a se, one!
party of Libe~·t:' 1Joys a preai ed a rc! atta cked
~ hose i ' tl:e rea r of th e ca b: n. Dk k had not
wa:~e<l for tbe se'.-t'.er a nd his fa mil y t o give the
signi,.l, but hz d taken na.rt in t he iight at on ce.
No\,. mo,·e of the gallant ho y::; ca me out, and the
T-0ries »<:!alized th '1t they were in great danger of
being 1::,:te1 mina ted. The light of the moon
showed them the boys comin1' on, and they did
not know hut the,·e might be a whole company of
:hem, anrl they lost no time in waiting t o ascertai,.,.. B1Alets were si nging in a ll direction s, and
B .ij~, R ad and the r est made up their minds that
~he region was getti n g altoget her too hot for
them, and decamped in the greatest haste.
Crack-crack-crack! From the woods, from the
th icket, th e road and the cabin, shots were ringing, and not all without eff ect, either, and the
robbers began to think that it was high tim e that
they left.
"After t he ruffian s, Liberty Boys!" shouted
Dick. "Give it to the m idnight r obbel'S !"
"Down with the Tory thieves, liberty forever,
scatter them!" the gallant ho s echoed . a s they
<lashed forward, firing a last voll ey at the robbers.
The latter lost no time getting away, and in
a few moments not -0ne of them was to be seen.
Then the boys advanced toward the log cabin, and
Dick called out in a loud tone:
"The robbers have gone, you need not be
afraid."
The settler came out and said:
"Waal, I reckon you all didn't want to wait for
we uns to blow the horn by the way you p itched
inter them fellers."
"No, we thought it better to make a good job
of it at the start," with a laugh.
"Waal, I 'bout reckon you did. I don't see none
of 'em hangin' around. I reckon they thought
that between all on us they didn't stand much
!'<lHl W '1
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"No, they did not."
"I seen s-0me o' them critters what you spoke
a bout," the settler cont inued, " and I reckon Bije
has a sor e shoulder just now. Ef it had not been
for a limb what was in the way, he'd have had a
~or e head instid, but the shot was thr own down a
bit."
"Vi el!, you would have saved the hangman a job
if you hr- cl killed the fellow," declared Bob tersely.
"We all are much erbleeged ter ye," the settler
re$ur,;ed. "Arter all, it's a ma zi n' wha trouble
folks will take fur nothin', ain't it? I could ha'
to id Bije they wasn 't no money in the cabin, but
I don 't s usp ect he'd have believed me."
"No, per l1aps he woul<l not, but we have driven
t hem oft, an d it is not likely that th ey will ret ur n."
··waal, cf they do, we'll be ready for 'em. Much
erbl eegecl, just the same. Good -nignt, Cap'n."
Then the se~tler went in, and in a few moments
all was dai•k m the cabin .
"Well , that is one way of saying he does not
want us around." li>.ughed Bob , as the boys went
on t heir way . "Do yo u s upp ose he s uspects us,
Dick?"
" Pc1-l'aps," shortly. "These people suspect
everybody . Still, it may be that he is tired and
want s to go to bJd, and does not know just how
to manage it."
"WelJ, it was fonny, just the same," and Bob
and most of the boys laughed at the recollection
of the incident.
Later Dick an d Bob returned, not knowing but
w}l.at some of the ro bbers might come back. All
was dark about the cabin , but in half an hour
Dick heard some one c-0ming, and whispered:
"Those fellows are persistent. Here they come
again."
In a short tim e two men came out upon the
little road, but stole into the shadows at the side
in a moment.
"I seen him buryin' something," muttered Bije,
"and I reckon we orter lo-0ked there fust. The
chist isn't in the cabin at all, but in the ground,
an' we are gotter get it."
T he two rascals now began to dig, makin g little
noise and working indu striously.
" I'll bet that's the first hard work that either
of them has done in a year," muttered Bob.
"And . that isn't honest."
"The settler said he had no chest of money in
the cabin, but said nothing about its being buried."
"Wait," murmul:ed Dick.
The two men began throwing out th e earth at a
livelier rate now.
"We've strucj;: it, Bije."
"Reckon wt"!. have, Rad ."
"Here it is, but it ain't in a box, it 'pears to be
did up in-- Phew! suthin ' smells tarnation
loud, Bije."
"Phew! I reckon it-stan' aside, Rad, till we
let the moonshine on-great snak es! it's a dead
clog!"
Both Dick and Bob burst into a peal of laught er at this, and the two treasure seek ers, alarmed
at the sound, fl ed in hot haste. Then the settler
appeared at an upper window with a r ed woolen
nightcap on his head, and said:
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"Gosh! now I getter bury that there dog a gain ,
and I thoukht I'd got him settled fur good."
"Good night, stranger," called out Dick. "We
thought you might need us, but you seem v.ide
awake enough."
Then the two young patriots w ent back to the
camp, where they amused t hose who were still
awake b y telling of the'1atest di sappointment of
the treasure hunters.
"I don't think any one n eed t o k eep watch
about the pla ce," laugh'.ed Mark. "The ·settler will
be on the lookout a s long as he think:; t h er e is an y
chance of an y one coming around ."
"No doubt," said Dick.
The next morning Pickens arived, and th e Li berty Boys resumed the march in pursui t of the.
Cherokees. Pickens pushed on r apidly, a nd a t
length reached the country of t he Cherokees.
Then began the work of reprisal, the redsk in be ing shown that those who took up the fireb ~·an d
must suffer by iU One village af ter another was
laid waste, and many Indians killed, a number being taken prisoners. The work went 011, an d m ore
villages were set fire to, and the inh a bitant;
driven out to escape capture.
CHAPTER XIII.-The Cherokees Quieted.
Two weeks had passed and t hfrteen villages of
the Cherokees had been destro yed, ·forty princi pal
men being made captives an d many mor e killed .
The Cherokees were g rowing weary of a ll the
puni shment, and were nearly · r eady to sue fo r
peace, but one of the chiefs, Ono g.ono~1, was stubborn and wished to hold out, thrnkm g that he
would be strong enough t o resist tl1e victorious
forces. Pickens proceeded against h is viilage
upon learning who he was, and th at he had b.een
concerned in tJrn atta ck upon the settler s at Nrnety-Six.
"That's th e chief who h ad me placed u p on the
cake of ice and sent toward the rapids,,, said Djck.
"We owe him a debt," sputtered Bob. "So he
is holding out, is he, the wily rascal ? H e thinks
Picken s will get til'ed and 11.0t tou ch him . R e
doesn't know Pickens, if he thinks t11 a t. "
" He should suffer a s '\Yell a s t he rest," mutter ed Marie "He was at Ninety-Six, and no
doubt incited t he red s to many acts of cru elt)·.
H e should suffer as well as t h e rest."
Picken s marched against Onogonoh's villag e,
and the Liberty Boys went with h im. There wa
a stockade about the village, a nd when the besiegers appeared, Onogonoh a n s ~,· ere d them
haughtily, and sent word by on e of his bra ves :
"Onogonoh says to tell the pa lefaces tha t he
will not yield, th a t he is stron g ly entrenched an d
will ;:;oon sally forth and drive the palefaces ba ck
to their hou ses like beaten dogs."
"He does , does he?" a sked Picken s. " Then you
tell Onogonoh that if he doe. not open hi 5 g ates t o
us within one minute after you see h im, we w ill
open them oui·selves, burn the village, h ang him
and carry off all his waniorn prisoners."
The m·essenger returned, and Pi ckens awaited
the chief's reply. It came in a shower of arro ws
and bullets a s Picken s and his me1J a nd Dick
Slater and the Liberty Boys came dashing up.
"So, that is your an swer, eh '." Forward!"
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"For war<l, Li berty Boy s !" shouted Dick. "Down
with tl1e gates. We have m id we would get ir:
and we m ust! "
The.~alla.nt boys das.hed up t o t he ga te::-, fi ringa terrific voll ey and t hen, dL;moun ting, began to
~c ale the stockade. Moun ting on each other's
sh oulders, they went up and up till a score and
more were at the t op. These h auled u p still more
and in a short t ime they were droppin g over int~
t h e enclosure by t he rlo zen. Some attacked th e
r edskins who r ushed at them , while cthe; s drove
awa y thos e at the gate an d thre\\' t hem open.
Over the st ockade and t hrough the gate~ da shed
men and boy;;, and t he n t hey advanced :steadily
upon the village, appl yin g the t orch to one wi o·wam after another. Bull et::; whistled , brnve
shouted, angry Ir:uians utter ed fi e1·ce yells and
tr ied to ho ld back the enem )·, but t he b1:ave band
pressed tead il y on, a nd one dwelling af ter another was put to the torc h. Suddenl y Dick Slater
fou nd himself face to face with Ono"'on oh himself, the fuTiou$ sava ge recognizing tl~e boy captain in an in:::tan t.
"So, cruel chief, we m eet ag ai n," ~aid Dick.
.The <:'hief n:iiseu l~is t oma11awk a11d r ushed upon
D ick wi th a look of the most inten e hatred distorti~g his f~a~ures . Dick wh iJ?p ed out a pistol
and fired , . t n kmg d1e weapon and sen ding it flying. In a11 in:;:tant Dick 11ad fi red an other shot.
h a d t hTust both pi,,tols into his belt, an d was
ready t o fire again. He di d nre. but not to injur!'
the ch ief. In. tead, he s 10t away two of t h"
JJ lumes from his gaudy headdress. To lose a
p lume is a g r eat di sgrace to a chief, an d when
Onogonoh saw what had h appened h e was furious. He seized his knife a 11d rushed upo n Dick.
who sudrlen!y caught 11im bv tbe wrist a nd held it
in a grip of steel, the ang¥y chief being un abl e·
·
t o fre e hi mself.
"Onogonoh is an old woman he ;::houltl no t
fight, ex cept wi h papooses anci' boys," said Dick
scornfully. "He is not t he equ a l of t he you11g
·
white chief!"
T1rnn, wi t h a su.dden quick t urn, he hurled the
furiou s ch ief from h im ;::o that h e fell on the
gr ound. Meanwhile t he fi gh t was g oing on furiouRly, t he b oys ~111cl the ir allies advancing stead i ly. Tall Pine, Red Ash and thr ee or fou r other
bra,:yes ca me da.:;hing at Dick, ·wh o drew his sword
and defended himself bra v e! ~ -. Wi t h a f e\\. s wif t
strokes he sent the red::;kins' \\·eapons fl ~·ing from
their han ds, leavinL' them defenceless . Fearing
foT t heir lives, they ran off in t11e gr eatest terror.
On ogonoh s prang to his feet, ~eized a rifle from
a nother Cherokee , a!ld ai med at Dick.
T he young ca ptain saw the act, an d fi red before
ihe chief co uld pull the trigger , but only \\· ounded
him . The th r eat of Picken s wa.s n ot an idle on e,
and the village v:a.o; laid in ashes, and a n umbe.i
of prisoners taken. The chief fl ed and coul d not
be found, a nd it ,,·a,;; 11ot likeh t hat he woulrl have
much influence therea fte r. Pickens Wa s pr oceeding to destroy more vi llag·es , but the Cherokee;,
. ued for peace, and p romise d not. to again li st en
to th e Briti ~ h aPd to cea><e the ir depredation s.
1'he~· ke pt t heir wo rrl , and th ere wa ~ no m ore
tro uble fro m then; . Ha \'ing accompli shed whar,
he had se t nut to rlo, P icken s 110\v l·eturn ed tu
Ninet~· -S i x, t he L iberty Boys accompanying him.
On the way back the boys halted near the house
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of the settler where the T ories had attempted to
rob him of his money , and Dick ask ed him if he
had seen them since.
"No. I hain't" the settler answer ed, "but I have
~;een a' Injun h~ngin' about, and if he comes again
I'm go in' to shoot him putty sudden . I n ain't got
no 11101·e use for a I nj un 'n I have for a Tory, an'
I'd ~.s soon sh oot one a t'other."
" Was he a Cherokee?"
"I reckon he was, though I don't k now one from
t'other but I don't like the looks o' none o' them,
an' if i see him loafin' about here again, I'm goin'
to--"
Dick heard a suspiciou s sound in the bushes not
far away, and su ddenly w.hipped out hi s pistol.
Then he saw a f eathered topknot appear, and in
an instant he fired upon it. An Indian uddenly
leaped up, and t h en two rush~d at Dick thil1king
to get in on him and scalp him before he co~ld
reload . There was a sudden shot rom the wmdo\\· of the cabin, ~n d one of the redskins fell for\rnrd and never moved. The settler haq his rifl e
in his hand, and at once shot at the second redsl:in , bringing him down as he was about to h~rL
his tomahawk. 4'here were none of the boys \y1th
Di ck, but a number of them came runnin g up m a
short time to see what the trouble was . . One of
the Indians was Onogonoh, the other berng one
of hi s warri ors.
"That's the last of the cruef chief," sajd Ben,
who was with the newcomers.
"That's the feller I see hangin' about," said the
settler, pointing to the chief. · "I never see t'other
one."
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dThe fellow has been hanging upon our trail,
trying to get revenge on Dick," said Bob. "Who
was it shot him?"
"That was one o' my gals," r eplied the settler .
"They are a]J rjght peart with shootin' irons. Sal
must have been watchin', an' it was a good thing
she was, 'cause I wasn't ready for the feller ."
The two Indian s were taken into the woods and
buried, no m ore being seen. They saw no inore
Cherokees after that, and there was never any
more trouble from them. Th~ Liberty Boys went
on to Ninety-Six , and here they rested for a time
before going elsewheTe to enter once more into
active service. They sa no more of Rad and
Bije or any of that gang of ruffians, and it was
not likely that they would return to the district,
the major having disappear ed at the same time.
The boys renewed their acquaintance with the
girls whom they had rescued from the Ch erokees,
Jennie, Sophie a'nd the others, incl uding the cMldren, being very glad to see them again. While
the boys were at the fort they saw the girl s o"f ten,
and an acquaintance sprang up between them and
a number of the troop, which promised to end in
something serious some da y. Mark tried to tease
Jack Warren about one or another of the girls,
bu Jack was proof against this, and Mark was
n ever certain whether Jack cared for any of the
girls or not.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY
BOYS' RIVER JOURNEY; OR, DOWN THE
OHIO."

I F ACT QUICK' ! -..;
"Mystery Magazine" No. 95, out October 15th, contains

A Cash Prize Contest !
Get a copy from your newsdealer, read the conditions of the contest, and try to get
some of the genuine prize money, we are going to give to the winners. This is no
trick contest.

It is very simple and easy.
Everybody stands a n equal chance to win.
T he Contest closes November 15th.

The above-mentioned magazine contai~s an incomplete short story. Th_e first ~ix people
who send us an ending of the story hke that written by the author will receive checks
distribut.ed as foll ows:
$50.00 for the best explanation,
25.00 for the second best,
10.00 for the third best,
5.00 each for the fourth, fifth and sixth best.
The author's ending of the story will be published with the prize-winner's ending.
There will be three impartial and reliable j~dges, ~o that everyb<?dY will get a fair
deal. If a tie occurs, each tying contestant will receive an equal prize.
'l'ry your luck. It does not cost anything to enter the contest except the pr ice of a
copy of "Mystery Magazine," No. 95.
~

GET A

COPY! ..._
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CURRENT NEWS
TOWN GETS STOLE N LIQUO R.
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VJCTQRJES OF TRACK AND FIELD
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial St9ry)
CHAPTER IV.-(Continued.)
"Are we to taKe them?"
"No, the boss "·ill fix you up with the money
part of it. I want this mOJ1ey deposited in that
room rn I can blame the fellow who lives there
with stealing it. The number of the room is 103,
in the dormitory; that's where the rascal lives
whom I want to get into disgrace, and you two
fellows will nevel' even be thought of. You just
sneak away from the grounds of the Academy
like ghosts, and you will be ahead of t he game."
The men n odded, and Henderson Newthwaite
handed over his first payment. "Now," he continued, "don 't come too early-make it about
half-past ten o'clock-and we'll see that some excitement draws every one· away from the rooms,
and send Dan Barnett up to his for something,
see?"
"You're a clever young fellow," said one of the
sneak thieves. "There ain't no reason why you
couldn't make a good crook yourself."
"He won't have to be," said Algy, proudly,
"his father is a milliomire, and he will be a great
banker some day himself."
The real rascals, or r ather the ones who admitted it, laughed hoarsely, as they tossed off
the glasses of liquor which Henderson had or- .
de red.
"Goll y, that's funny," said one rogue. "That's
the finest kind of crook we have nowadays, in
the line of high financierin', or whatever they
call it."
Henderson flushed up, but decided to control
his vanity, for he would h ave received a good
settling down had he started any t rouble in the
saloon, filled with its tough denizens.
"All right, then ! make it ten-thirty. sharp, and
we will have everything ready."
N ewthwaite and his hangers-on took a glass
apiece before leaving, a nd then weakly yielding·
to the crafty m-ging of the b artender they took
a couple more.
They \vere dizzy when they staggered out of
the place, and so affected by the liquor that they
did n ot notice that the seats were curiously hard.
"Get up!" sang out Newthwaite, as he took
th e lines.
CHAPTER V.
How Smartness Outdid Itself.
"Where's the whip, Al gy?" snar led Newthwaite.
"Aw, I guess you left it in the saloon," said
the other, thickly.
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The effect of the bad liquor was very strong,
and the two of them narrowly escaped death several times, as the two horses swung along under
the errati c driving of Newthwaite, nearly overturning.
"There's t he stable," said Algy, as the team
cTashed against a watering-trough. There was
a sound of smashin g wood.
A man ran out from the livery stable."What are you doing, you fool s, lu:eaking up
•
my best rig?"
He called to a helper, who brought a lantern
down-for the two lights on the carriage had
long since been put out by the rough ride.
Sure enough, the wheel was ruined.
"This will cost you a pretty sum, Newthwaite.
You have lost the cushions, the whip, and a lot
of the trimmings."
The men from the saloon had stolen the fine
seat-cu shions, the laprobes a nd whip, and a neat
haul had they made while the foolish lads guz·
zled.
They hurried on from the stable toward the
Academy.
The liveryman mutte red to himself a s he went
into his room to write a letter and send a big
bill for damages to Newthwaite's father. That
letter and bill just about finished the youth's
fun for many a long day, as the reader shall see.
"Come on, you're on the wrong road," said
Algy, dizzily.
"Shut up, you fool," said Henderson. "Follow
me, or I'll leave you to spend the night here."
They hurried on, and 'finally reached the rear
of the Academy.
Realizing that they wel\e drunk, they were
anxious not to be seen. ' It happened that the
students were out on the river, a short distance
from the Academy, practicing for paddling races,
or else watching their fellows at the sport, for it
was a fine moonlight night, with the moon peering over the hills by thi s time.
On they went, into their own entry of the dormitory, but they were not unobserved.
Old Dr. Macdonald, superintEl)ldent of the
Academy, saw them, but held hi s peace.
He was waiting for developments, for he noted
the un steady walk, and knew that trouble would
undoubtedly brew for the two most troublesome
studen t s he had.
"To tell the truth, I'd be relieved to lose those
fellows," said the doctor. "They just cause
·
trouble and dissension."
They went upstairs to Newthwaite's room,
where, instead of 'fixing their trap for Dan Bar·
nett, they simply collapsed under the overpow·
ering fumes of the liquor.
Their game w as getting involved.
They f ell in heavy, drunken slumber on the
bed of th e would-be .crafty Newthwaite.
At ten-thirty, while the students were still out
on the moonlight waters the two crooks came to
do their fancy brand of special work.
They went as di rect ed.
They entered N ewthwaite's room, for no one
was in sight.
"Just as we expected; we needn't :r.c>ve used
these ladders," said one fellow.
( To be continued)
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ICE PLANT REFUSE KILLS FISH
One afternoon th ou sands of game fish and
frogs came to th e s urface dead in the waters of
French Creek within the borough limits of Phoenixville, Pa. Some of the bass weighed two
pounds.
Constable George Campbell, who started an investigation, said the cause was ammonia residue from the local ice plant. The new m a nage·m ent held it did not know the solution would kill
fish and also that it had not been notified.
GE T S POWEU FROM THE AIR.
Hermann Plauson has actually been extracting
electric cu rrent from the air and using it foT
power. T he Scientific Amercan says he uses a
captive balloon having a metallic cover provided
with a large n umber of pointed projections or
spikes and allows it to ascend to a height of 1,000 or 1,600 feet above ground. Positive electricity is then collected from th e air and tra n smitted to the ground through a wi 1·e r ope fi tted
with sparking gap, which in turn produce an
electric viabra ti on in a circuit. "M. Plau sen obtained with one balloon at a h eight of 1,000 feet
a supply of 17.28 kilowatt hou1·s per diem, and
with two balloons !ll.6 k ilowatt hours. He calculates that a battery of ten balloons should giv_e
arr annual supply of 210,000 kil owatt hours.
HONEY-MAKIN G ANTS.
The honey-n1 aking ant may belong to any of
several species that :;ire found in Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico and Me""<ico. Li!ce other ant ~ ,
they live in colonies in subterraue an nests, the
entrance to which is in a s mall raised mound.
The honey is obtaiPed at night from small g a ll s
on oak leaves by foraging workers which become
cons idernbh' distPnded with honey. With the
honey they· feed the other worker and th e young
in the hills, and what is left over is communicated to a number of ants which simply serve a s
living receptacles. These li ve honey bags cling
to the roof of the nest chamber an d move very
little, and in time their a bdomens become greatly
distended . According to McCook, the natu rali st,
and the author of the "Honey Ants of the Garden of the Gods," t hese living storeh ou ses merel y
retain the honey until it is needed by the colony
for the winter, when it gives out the surcharged
crops to feed the colony. Ants with similar ~ab
its, but of different genera, have been described
in South Africa. I n Mexico these ants are eaten
by the natives.
A GI ANT APPLE.
Fred L. Post, orcharctist, Chelan, Wash., who
in 1909 grew the world's largest appl e, believes
he will pick another record breaker this fa ll. He
has a Rome Beauty tree with seventeen enor mou s apples just ripening. Recently the big
a pple was weighed as it hung from the .limb ~f
w hich it is the sole occupant. Though 1mposs1ble accu rately to record weight this way, it is
estimated as weighing 36 ounces.

Eleven apples a re in th e th i~ty nnc.~ cbss
and s ix a re close seconds.
The largest app l·e ever grown v.e' g lted fortyone ounces. It was cxhibi te· l at f1pokanc in 1909.
That year no prize was offered for .s ize, but a
bonus of $100 was given Post for the privilege
of photographirg ar.d ex hibiti r.g this wonderfu l
fruit. This big a pple was just the size an J
about the shape of a one-ga11on bucket.
The tree is situated near the irrii:;-ation flume,
and a tiny leak , un:-:usp cterl, dripped constantly
in tn th e root syst em. Thi s in part and a new
method of forti lizing are said to account for the
e :< c e s ~ i ve growth.
The seventeen apples will be exhibited over the
N orthwest as s o<Jn as r ipe. They are ieceiving
invit:i.tions from Easte1·n cities as WPl 1•
Th ey are so v:iluable that Post in s ured them
again st buc·glH"y, fro st a11d d isea:,e. To prevent
fallin g each i~ hu:1g in a h!imm rw'' of g<tuze.
For adve rti ~ ing purposes the ap'.J' l'~ are p1·iceless.
G .)cl to f'nt? ~ht v r y. Th::-y p 1., s r;<;3 neither
fl .n or nor krepir g qu:ility.
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Outlaw 's

LIBERT Y

Retreat

By Horace Appleton
The gk'w c>f the campfire by the s ide of a little ~'tream that came bubbling down the mountain sho;1e full. upon the 1rnn•1some face of !\fountain Tarn as he stood in the attitude of intense
listening.
"D·-.~hed if I don't beli eve these diggings are
haunted.," he mused th:mghtfu ll r . "I am sure
I heard 'omething , so I think I had better put
out my fire· for fear of trouble. 'J'hcy say ihe
Chey.~nnc:; are about."
"Yes," said a sweet, young voice, as he turned,
"there are fodians in ihe vicinity, and Mountain
T om is in clanger."
"Great Columbia !" burst from the lips of the
does this
"~,\'hat
astoni shed young hunte1"
mean? Who a Te you that knows me? An angel
or a fairy'!"
"Simply a friend," she answer d; '·but put out
your light."
And, with a wave of the hand, she disappear ed .
Mountain Tom uttered a low, ~oft whistle.
The sounrl of foot teps cut shprt his meditations. A heavy hand was laid_ upon his shoulder,
and a fiendisn voice hissed :
"At la :ot, my gay cavalier!"
Then strong""ha nds pinioned his, and he was
hurled violently to the earth ..
Mountain Tom knew his ene mies-Jub al Krayfoot, a wh ;te renegade, and hi s Cheyenne followers.
Months before our hero had cau. e to knock
Jubal down for inrnlting a lady in Denver, and
since that time the renegade 1rnd dogged the
young mountain eer's footsteps for revenge.
Mountain Tom was lashed to a log, and
then both log and man carried to the little cascade, and placed in the stream under the falling
water .
Then began a torture that human nature could
not lollg endure; the water, ice-cold, falling upon
his hea<l, chilled him io the very marrow, and
soon produced a pain more te n;bJe than any
that couM have been devised by t11e Inquisi tion.
The clear twang of a horn rame !<'aping down
.
the mountain .
The fall of the cascade became hushed, the
mumur of the water ceased, and the little stream
was gone.
The vilbin and his followers listened. They
heard t.l1e fall of water behind th.e m, as thou gh
a s'c,·oam hat! suddenly :-tarted into existence
ihc:·r. \Yi th thi s di scoYo . they gathc1 ed cour:.ig c

~Th::;~ bdicvecl that ome on(' up the vallt;)y had
turned the water aside into anothe1· channel , and
all huni ed away to inquire into the mystery.
A mm1:ent later Mountain Tom felt a soft hand
feelin g ov~r him, and then hi s bonds dropped
from hi,· aching limbs.
"Come now, Mountain Tom," sairl a ~oft voice.
"Huny, before they get you again."
Tom arose and followed his deliverer, who
proved to be that same little fairy that had appeared unto him in camp.
She led tl1e way to an opening in the very
bed of the water-com ·,e.
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"Enter," she said, and Tom 'obeyed, scarcely
aware of what he was doing, for his brain was
stiil throbbing .
He descended a flight of steps into a dark, dismal cavern.
The girl came after him, and then closed the
entrance by a door that swung upward and
closed wiih a snap.
The next instant Tom heard the ru sh of water
over the door, and felt a few cold drop s fall upon
his hand.
He knew by this that the stream had. by some
mysteriou s means, been turned back into its channel, and was now rushing over the door of the
cavern.
"You are safe now from the Indians, :Mountain Tom," the maiden said, when she had closed
the door. "The water ·,vill hide our trail."
"But am I safe from-fro m other enemies?"
the young mountain eer asked.
"Upon one condition !" exclaimed the gruff
voice of a man, and a dark lantern was opened
and flashed into his face, the light nearly blinding him.
"Great Scott! it is Roderic, the Outlaw of the
Mines !" he exclaimed .
"The same," replied the man, whose name had
long been a tenor and his hiding place a mystery. "And now, sir, if you'll forfeit your life
as the price of my betrayal, you can go hence;
that is, if you'll agree that I may have your life
if yo tell what you know of me and my secure
retreat, I'll set you at liberty. You know me
well enough not to rifle with me. If it hadn't
been for Zouida I would never have permitted
you in here. But she is our only pet, and we
like_ to favor her whims; though the foolish girl
has seen you pas ing !\ere often enough to full in
Jove with you, I'm a--"
"Father! " said the fair young girl, reprovingly.
"Do you promise me what I ask?" continued
the outlaw.
"I promise you by a ll that is ~ac!·ed," replied
Tom. "I would be ungratefu l if I did not do so,
on account of your brave little daughter ."
"Ha, ha! I'm afraid you're in loYe, too, Mountain Tom. But you shall go from here free; but
remember you owe your life to Zouida."
In two hou rs the young 'rnountaine<:r v;as conducted from the cavern by the same v;ay he had
entered .
Months went by.
Oftentime s Torn lingered up in the mountain s
in hopes of getting a glimpse of that fail little
creature shut aY,"<ty from the joys and sunlight
of the world, in that dismal cavern .
The name of Roderic became a terror in the
mines, and there were few men that dared to
cross his path, for he often turned up when least
expected. But one night the desperado went
down to Denver and was killed in a drunken
brawl.
With a heavy heart the young mountain eer approached the entrance to the cavern, where a
sight that sent a chill to his heart, and sickened
his soul met his gaze. The door of the cavern
was filled to overflowi ng, and in the doorway
floated a corp~e with long, flo~sy ti·esses, and a
girlish face divinely beautiful even in death.
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INTERES TING ARTICLES
FISH WHIPS BIG EAGLE.
A fight between a 5-pound catfish and a large
bald eagle on the surface of a Florida Jake was
witnessed recently by J. D. Eastin, former Santa
Fe agent at Emporia, Kan., who lives at Jacksonville. Ea sti n was passing th e shore of a lake
when they saw the bird trying to lift the fish
from the water. The eagle lost its fight and the
fish, badly injured, escaped from the bird's claws.
550 ANGLERS CATCH 12 POUNDS OF FISH.
Five hundred and forty-nine French anglers
with the latest and best equipment, members of
the Paris Fishing Club, ranged themselves along
the Seine recently to compete in the annual fishing classic in which a cash prize is offered for
the best haul. At a signal given at 11 o'clock,
the fishing began. About noon the fishing became intense. Great crowds gathered along the
quay to see, the finish.
Their reward came at 1 :30 p.m. when the
judges called time and announced the winne r ,
Monsieur Ducastel, who had hooked one poor
lonesome fish weighing half a pound. The entire catch of all 549 anglers amounted to 12
pounds of 'fish, not counting numerous old shoes
and kitchen utensi ls dating from the Roman occupation.
CAT PREVENTS RAILWAY CATASTROPH E .
A cat belong ing to a switch tender on a railroad between Vintimille and Savone, just over
the Italian border, prevented a catastrophe which
might have cost scores of lives.
A southbound express train, going forty miles
an hour, which is high speed for Italian trains,
was stopped a few yards from a switch which had
been left open, leading to a track on which a fast
freight was to pass five minutes later.
The eng;ineer noticing the semaphore sho\Yecl
the tr1>.ck clear investigated and found the sv,) tch
tender's cat nushed between the switch points,
preventing; the proper functioning of the second
signal. The switch tender himself, with Italian
volubility, insisted that the cat h ad foreseen the
clang:e1· 'l!\d ~acr ific ed herself, a n explanation
whi~h won 100 lire for the burial of the animal.'
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YORK CITY BIGGER THAN
"GREATER LONDON~

NE\Y

New York has a Yalid -claim against London
for cla s:;ification as the largest city in the world,
according to the National Geographic Society.
Discussing the recent announcement of the British census that "Greater London" has now a population of 7,475,168 persons, a society bulletin
w-day questioned the right of London city p l"Oper
to claim all that population, and suggested that
New York':; 5,620,048 souls, actually within one
municipal unit, under one municipal governme nt,
may make it the largest.
"Legally, as a municipal unit, 'Lo.Delon' 1·cfer."
only to the area within the boundaries of the
county of London," the> bulletin asserted . "Only
'Greater London' 'figure:; are carried in the Jcspatches, but at the rate of growth they indicate
London proper ~till i.; under the ;),000,UOU nrnrk .
The 'Greater London' which has nearly 7,.100,000 people has an existence a, a metropolita11 and
police 11nit. It~ population is distributed over
693 square miles, an area ~ix ti me ~ that of municipal London, and more than twice that of
municipal New York."
~tut~mc- 1n
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tlle
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i..o. 6J . H O \V '1'0 llO l' UZZLES .- Con ta in ing over
tllree 11untlre tl iLrt.e r es tiu g puzz1e:s a nd <:onu uti rulll :i, with
k e y to s u me. A com p klc lluok. l•' ully ill ustrated .
No 67.- UOW TO DO ELEC'l'JUCAL T lHCKJS .- Containi n g a !urge <:ollec l.io n of in s truct! ve ant.I highly
awu • iug e lectl'ica l trick s , t o g e t her witl.J i ll u s trations.
By A . And e r so n .
.No. 6S. HOW TO D O CH E illlOAL T lUCKS.-Con t a inin g over one ll ull dred hig hly amu s ing a ud instructi ve trick s w ith c h e micals. B y A . Ande r son . Hand·
s ow e l y il! u st r ated.
No. 69. HOW '1' 0 DO ISLE lGllT-OF- HAN J> .- Con t al n ln~ ov er IH t y of tlle lates t and !Jes t tric ks used b y
ruagici a n s . .dl s o containing t he sec r e t or secont.1 -slght.
i · uuy illu str ated .
No. 70 . U O W TO lllAliE .MAG I C TOl::IS.- Co n t alning
full direc ti on s fo r m ak i ng hlag ie '.l'oys and d evices of
w a ay J; rn t.ls . .!f ully ill u• tra ted .
No. 71. ·uow TO DO 1\lECHANICAL TIUOKIS.- Co n ·
t aini ng complete instr uc ti on s fo r p e rfo r m ing o ve r sixt y
!\lecl.J a nical 'l ' n cks. l•'u ll y illus trated.
1'o. 72 . . UO W 1 '0 J>O IS IX'l ' .\'. 'l'lUCKIS Wl'l' H CARDS.
-1:.wlirucrng all of Ille lalest and m os t d ecepti ve card
tr1cKs, witll ill us trations.
:N o. H. H OW 1' 0 WRIT E L E T'.l'EU IS COHl< E CTLY
-Coulaiuing Cull rnstruc tions fo r wri ti n g letler s o n al:
most any suu;ed; also rules fo r pun c tua t io u a n <! co m1J utii li011, with specimen letters.
No. 76. HO W T O TEL L l ' OltTU N ES B l:: TH E HAND
-Conta ining rules for telling fortunes !Jy tile a id
lines of the band or t he secret of p almist r y. Also the
secret of telling future eve11ts !Jy aid of moles. mar k s .
•ca r s , etc. l llustrated.
N o . 17.
HOW 1'0 D O l ' ORTY TUI CJi lS W I T.if
C Al~D l> .-Containrng Oece vlive Card Tricks as p e r for m e d
l1y leading eOllJ Ur c r8 arn.1 .i..nag ic iaus .
Arra n ged fo r
home a1nusew e ut. l•'n ll y ill u strated.
No . Su. GUS W ILJ,IA.ll lS' JO li E BOOlC.- Co n tafo! ni;
the la t ~s t jokeR. anecdotes und funny s1 orie" of t llls
w orld-reuown(·d. Germn11 comedian.
8 ixry-tuur pages .
ll auUsome colored cover, cou tuining a half -101w photo ol
tht..• autl.Jo1'.

ot

?\o. 82. H O W T O DO l'AL)ll STRY . -Coutaining the
mos t appro1et.1 111 ctl: od" of reading the lines on t he

J1:1 11d. t( . gE'~h~1· with H fuJI PXpianatio n of t h e1r mea n i ng .
.Ah;o expl uurng phrenot ugy, anti ti.Jc key for tt-'lli n g char ...
;t(·ter Li.v thp ln1rnp~ 011 ti1e hl!ad. By Leo IIug-o K och

"T'hi,;:;

A. C. ::>.

i1 ~-

11or -s aie hy ull ue\\'Sdenlers o r w ill Ge sen t to any
uutlres : : 011 rt't'ei1 1 t of 1u 1<.:C. 10 cents p e r l'v p .r. in inoneJ'
.... poslage stamps. lly

l•'o r

8Rlf"

h~·

nil

~t·W ~<'! f'rtk~-~

f.1 1 H I

B no !.:!=l to r (' ~ .

11' ~-011 C'Rnnot pro<'n r'e n c n p y, ~-r d us the prkt>,
S:> C"e11t;;::. in mo nf'y or postagt• sl amps, and we will
m ni l ,\"Oil onP, postage rr~e . Ad<)res~
L . SEN AltE N S, 2 19 Seventh f.ve., N e w York, N . Y.

F ul ly iJJustrated.

'

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
168 West 23d Stree&

New York

ONVICT 6138, escaped from the State Penitentiary;
Name, Charles Condray; Age, 37; Height, 5 ft. 8 in.
Weight, 141 pounds; Hair, light brown; Eyes, gray.
Easy enough to identify him from his photograph and
this description, you may say - but, Condray took the
name of "Brown", dyed his hair, darkened his skin, grew ·
a mustache, put on weight and walked with a stoop.
Yet, he was captured and identified so positively that
he knew the game was up, and returned to the peni•
te1>tiary without extradition.
How was it accomplished? Read the whole story on page
13 of a thrilling free hook which is yours for the asking.

C

Thirteen Mystifying Detective Stories Free
Thirteen stories of crime, daring robberies, mysterious
murders, thrilling escapes. Every one true. Read the
story of the automobile murder. Find out how Sheriff
Mc Donald solved the mystery of the Blood Stain on the
Cash Register. Read about the Political plot in Daven·
port, Iowa, and how it was thwarted.
This book, fully illustrated.._with weird pictures of the
criminals at work, is yours I:' REE. Just send the coupon.
Fill in your name and address and mail it today. No
obligation on your part. The book is yours.

Professional Secrets of Twelve Master Minds
Secret methods revealed. Twelve big American detec•
tives tell the secrets of the method tbey employ. The
story of their achievements, their lire histories, their
pictures all in this book. Learn how mysteries are being
solved daily by these great detectives. Find out how
simple their methods really are. With an idea of the
~rinciples of their methods, you can follow in their steps.
With their secrets in your possession, you may be able
to develop into a famous detective-win glory, honor,
:renown, wealth and big rewards.

The Mystery of Crime Detection
More and more the detection of crime resolves itself into
the problem of identification. Any man ofordinaryability
can master this profession if he has in his possession the
secrets of the method employed by famou s identification
experts. The key to this method is yours for the asking.

Your Opportunity
This Big Book is full of astounding information about
detective work and facts on crime detection that will
amaze and intrigue you. Stories of crime and criminals.
Helpful advice from big detectives. Absolutely free.
Just fill in coupon with your n ame and address, and we'll
send you postpaid the most astounc!in'g infom1ation on
Identification that you ever read. You'll be shockedand surprised-and inspired. Send for this book today,

Don't Wait

=l

I!;:: ~~i~~~ ~~aetd~~~~d~ilT8be~!!:!:o~~~

Don't Wiiit until thfa e<!ition is e"a:bau1ted . If yotJ d«.lay, !'OU
1

i!:t~!id~ftibt~oUnRei:1 k':.,b;.r, 1l1"30:eoc:ot8 b~~~\~Jhe :

turned. Don't let the other fe!Jow v~t a.head of rou. You want
thlJ book. Then eend for it r iaht now.

T. G. COOKE, Pres., Uni"fcnity of Arr lied Scte11ce
D2pt. 90V7, 1920 5unnysi<le Avel!ue Chicqo, Illinois
..,1uuou11u11111t•n •1111111111 1 111111111111111111111111111111u1111tt111111111 u 1u1nu1

T. G. COOKE, Pres., University of A,,plied Science

1920 Sunny~ido Avenue, Dept. eo;n , Chic~go, Illloola

Dear Mr. Cooke:-Please send me FRE-" and prei;Wd your new
lHuetrated book on Crime and Crime Detection. It Js !w.1.1'
uo®ratood that I uawne no obJjea.tioa..

NafM . ................................... . ......... ... ...tg1....... .
Addf'al . ...........................................................,
2"'owtt. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Sca&1 ••••••••••••••••••
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25c brings bigTelescope 3ft. long

Useful aad

Entertaining

Beau tiful 'rhin Watc h
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Stop Using alruss if

VENTRILOQUISM

by
Joseph ..Anderson
AM just the average man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old ..youngster.
I left school when I was fourteen. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did.
I can see my father now, standing before me ,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling. With tears in his eyes he told me
how he had been a failure all his life because of
lack of education-that the untrained man is always
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
1uccessful man than he was.
But no! My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was going
to take it.
That nine dollars looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
was being paid only for the work of my hands. My
brain didn't count.

I

T

H EN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
came across the story of a man just like myself.
He, too, had left school when he was fourteen years
of age, and had worked for years at a small salary.
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
get out of the rut by training himself to become
expert in some line of work.
So he got in touch with the International Correspondence Schools at Scranton and started to study
in his spare time at home. It was the turn in the
road for him-the beginning of his success.
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
~reat institutions who are earning $25,000 and
~50,000 a year. Those stories frighten me. I don't
think I could ever earn that much. But this story
told of a man who, through spare time study, lifted
himself from $25 to $75 a week. It made an impression on me because it talked in terms I could
understand. It seemed rea sona ble to suppose that
I could do as well.
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
and send in that familiar coupon. Information
regarding the Cou rse I had marked came back by
return m a il. I found it wasn't too late to make up
the education I had denied myself as a boy.
I was surprised to find out how fas1:inating a
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to spare. I felt myself
growing. I knew therC' was a bigger job waiting
for me somewhere.
Four months after I enrolled my employer came
to me and told me that he always gave preference
ID men who 1tudied their jobs-and that my next

salary envelope would show how much he thought
of the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300% greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase h:u
meant a better home and all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
average man. I had no more education to begin
with· than you have-perhaps not as much. The
only difference is a matter of training.

T

O every man who is earning less th a n $75 a
week, I say simply this :-Find out what the
I. C. S. can do for you!
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
and mail the coupon. But that one simple act may
change your whole life.
If I hadn't taken that first step four years ago
I wouldn't be writing this message to you tod ay !
No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $75
a week, either!

- : - - - - - - TEAROUTHERE - - - - - -

INTERNA'IJQNAL CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS
BOX HUO
SCRANTON, PA.
Without cost -or~ obllga.tlon please explain how I can quallfJ' for
the position, or in tho s ubject be/oro which I have marked an X
in the list below:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
~ff~imsfN~:iW/GEM'~,
Electric Lighting & Ballwa1s
.ADVERTISING
~~~~ri;P~~~:fneer
Show Card & Sl gn PC.Ct.
Telephone Work
Railroad PosiUona
MECIL\NIC.\L ENGINnll
ILLUSTRATING
Mechanical Drartsmao
Cartooning
Machi ne Shop Practice
Private Secretary
•
T oolmaker
Business Correspondent
1
BOOKKEEPER
2!h°f."l: ~b~Fxi1"~
Stenographer & Typist
Surveying and Mapping
Certified Public Accountant
l\1Il\l!) h' OilEMAN or ENG"R
0 TR AFFIC MANAGER
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Railway Accountant
Marine Englneer
Commercial Law
ARCHITECT
GOOD ENGLISH
Contractor and Builder
Common School SubJ9Ctl
Architectural Draftsman
0 CIVIL SERVICE
Concrete Bullder
Railway Mall Clerk
Structural Encineer
AUTOMOB ILES
l'LU1111lING & HEATING
Mathem atics
·
D Sheet M~t::il Worker
Nnt&'ation
T extlle Overseer or Supt.
AGRI CUT,TURE
CHEMIST
Poultry Rabin&
Spanhb
0 Fharma07
BANKING
Teacher
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RHEUMATISM LEFT HIM
AS IF BY MAGIC!
H ad Suffer ed
Over 5 0 Y eara!
Now 83 Yea rs,
Yet a Big
Surpri se
To Friend s
Regain s
Stren gth
Goes Out

Fishin g
Back to
Busine ss
Laugh s at

" URIC
ACID"

FREE

How the
" Inner
Myste ries"
Revea ls Startling
Facts Overlooked '
By Docto rs and
Scientists For Centu ries
" I :un eighty-th ree yeare pkl and r dortored i•>r rheumah Rm ever sine.. I came out
of the army O\'er tift,v years ago," writesI
"Like many othns
J. f{. ARhelma n.
Bp<'nt iu., uey freel:v 1'.o~ so-called 'cures', ~nd
I bnrti rea(,) about 'Uric A'cld' until I could
l could not sleep night•
nlmo~t tast it.
so
or walk wi~l1011t pain; my bands were nut
Rore and. RLl!I' I could not bold a pen.
arUve
in
no"'.• as if by ma~i " ram agniu
bus.uie~s and can walk with ease or writP all
day w1tlt comfort. .Friends are surprise d at
t he <·h:lngf'."
JfO"lV 11' HAPPEN ED

SONG WRITE.& 8.- lt you want good, original, snappy melodies , try mine. Real ~ICJ\:
in every one. Poor words MADE GOODgood ones MADE BETTER . Send poem for
fr ee critic! m. Hesitate and you lose.
LYL AH CASE
Suite 422, Hll:J Broadwa y, Dep t. 2! , New York

Mr. ARllelma n Is only one of tbousan1 ls
who s un:ered for Y<•ars, owing to th e gener-c
nl belief ·n tbe old, false tbeorv that "t;'ri
Aci•l'' causett rheumat ism. 'l1his erroneou s
lielief induced hlru •\u d legions of nnfortunarn men an1l w()men to tnke wrong treatments. Yo11 n\i~bt just as well attempt i o
P.llt nut a lire with oil as to try 1tnd get
nu <•f your rheumatl sm, ne•n:iii• and like
~o mpl11ir)!R , hy taking treatment~ >rn ppo•ed
and
. to <lrirn Uric Ari<! out of your bloou now
body. Many physicfa ns and sde11tist s
n
know that l lrlc Acid newer diil, never it!'ais
an<l never i>"lll cause rheumat ism; that
n natural and necessar y constitue nt ot the
hlood: tliat it ls founrl ia erP.ry new-horn
llalle; aud that wltllo11t H we could not live!
1' hese statemen ts m:t\· seem strange to
some folks, who have ii.JI a long been led to
If
believ" in the old "l'ric Acid" humbug . out
took :'>fr. A~helman fifty years to find
this truth. He learne1l how to get rl<l uf
the trne cause of llis rheumati sm, oth<>r
dloorder s, and recover bis strength from
"The luner Mysterle e," n r!'marka ble book
now being di~tribuled free h.v an authorit y
who d..ivoted over twent :v years to tl1.- scientific ~lndy of tbls •particu lar trouhle.
NOTE: It au.v rvader of this mogazin e
wisbes the uook that reveals theRe facts regarillng the true cause and <'nrt• of rheumatism, facts that were overlook ed bv doc(o~ and scientist s fur centuries pa,t, simply
send a post care! or letter to H. P. Clearwater. No. 534 K Street, Hollowel l, Maine,
and it will be sent by return mai l without
any charge wliatever . Cnt out this notke
IP.-t yon forget! It not· " Rl1 ff!' r Pr ~-ourself
hand this ~ood ne" H to some a fflkte<l friend.

SERMO N IN
PRIS ON
Several thousand men, silent
and attentive, listened to a strange
sermon recently
in San Quentin
Priso n. The
theme was "A
Be
May
Man
Down, But He's
Never Out." ....
The expoun der
of this gospel was
James
\\'arden
Johnsto n, and not
one word of the
sermon was lost
on ·men who each
in himself stru ggled with t his
same problem of
whethe r 01· n ot a
man may be b oth
down and ou t .
Warden Johnston took his text
from the doct rine
of the Salvati on
Army and it was
t his organiz ation
and its appeal for
funds that inspired the meeting. The r espon sivenes s of t he
prisone rs was in dicated in that
subscrib ed
they
$150 to the campaign at the close
of the talk and
this amount was
immedi ately duplicated by t lle
warden and attaches .
Qu entin
· San
Prison has the
honor of being
the only prison
in the United
States to have a
working corps of
S a 1 v a t ionists
within the prison,
all of the m embers of which are
This
prisone rs.
band of Salvarenders
tionists
services to its
fellow prisone rs
in much the same
manner as other
Salvatio nists on
the outside do to
society at large.

21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels-Adjusted to the secondAdjusted to ternperatureAdjusted to isochronismAdjusted to positions25-year gold strata caseMontgomery Railroad Dial~
New Ideas in Thin Cases.

a Mont h
· And all of this for $5.00 per month._

..

'i-t:
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a great reduction in watch prices direct to
you - a 21-jewel adjusted watch at a rockbottom price. Think of the high grade,
guaranteed watch we offer here at such a
remarkable price. And, if you wish, you
may pay this price at the rate of $5.00 a
month. Indeed, the days of exorbitant
watch prices have passed.

,,--~·r,••st You don't pa,,..a cent to anybody
See
until you see the watch. You don't buy
a Burlington Watch without seeing it. Look at the splendid beauty of
r

.- j

•

·,

the watch itself. Thin model, handsomely shaped-aristocra tic in every line. T hen look at
the works! There you will see the masterpiece of the watch maker's skill. A perfect time·
piece adjusted to positions, temperature and isochronism.
Practically every vessel in the U. S. Navy has many Burlington watches aboard. Some have
over 100 Burlingtons. The victory of the Burlington among the men in the U.S. Navy is
testimony to Burlington superiorty.

Name on· ~-;::r~::;:;:::;:
.I.
Send fvour

Thl·s Free Coupon
Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending
this coupon now.You will know a lot more about

watch buying when you read it. You will be able to "steer
clear" of the over-priced watches which are no better.
Send the coupon today for the watch book and our offer.

Burlington Watch Co.

Htla St. ud Marshall Blvd., Dept. 1891 ... Clalcago, DJ.
Canadian Office: 62 Alb6 rt Str...,t, Wilmlpe11, MADitoba

19th St. 'lnil Marshall Blvd.
Clalcago, DL
Dept. 1097

obliga·
me(without
Please
book
your free
prepaid)
andsf!nd
tion

o%:U~t~~;h ~~'$'5.~~ ~,,1'~~b~~:
on the Burliniiton Watch.
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Lll1LE ADS
Write to Riker & Kit;g, Advertising Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 Soath Wabash Avenue, Cliicago, for partirnlars about advertising ;,, tlzis magazine.
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PERSONAL-Continued

AGENTS WANTED to advertise our goo<ls and dis- SIX o H AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptian
secrets. !Hack or~. other rare books. Catalog frou.
tribu te free i:;am1>Je.q to consumer.
90c per hour.
\\""rite for full part1culat R. American ProductJS Co. , !';191 St.ar Book Co., !OR21, Camden, N. J'.
Am erican Bldg., Cincinn.ati, Ohio.
MARRY :
Thousands congenial peop le, worth from
BIG MON i:Vl'A"N D~FAST SALE'-S- .-E-,-e-ry_o_w_n_e_r_b_ u_y_s
$1 .000 to $50,000 seeking ear].y marriage, descri Jltions ,
Gahl luitial:s for hls auto. \.ou charge $1.50, maim photos. introductions free. Sealed. Either sex. Send
$1.85. Ten orders daily easy.
~"'l' rit e for pa.nJ.culars
n6 mone:v. Add l't.!M Standar<1 <"or. C lub. Grays.lalce. JlI.
and free samples. A)IERJ CAN MO:'.'IOGRAM CO., Dept. GET MARRIED-Host Matri monial paper published.
171, East Orange, .:-.: lw Jersey.
Malled FREE.
American Distributor, S'uito 217,
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sTuDY CINEMATOGRAPHY, the science of Motion MARRY-MARR 1""
descl'l-ptlons tree. Pay when married. Tha Exchange,
Pictures. new. fMclnati n g. remunerative.
Positions
pay $3,000 to $!'.LOGO. Write for prospectus. American J>f' IH. ;,•J:i. l(n n s ~l't l:ll.\'. ~Ir.
7
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T hou
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InstJti.ite or Cinematography, Dept, 5, Steinway llaU "CHICAGO LONESOMECLU= B-=
Bldg.. Chk ago.
ones belong. Send stami:>ed envelope. 2928 B roadway,
Chicago, Ill. FOR SALE
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SONG ''lf.lnnesota•s State Flower, " tJ1e Pink Lady
Violet Rays, Deuniso~ Ohio.
Enclose stamped en·
.,.Slipper. sheet music_and orcl1estratlon. 25c each. !frs. Vt> lope .
.F. E. Kidd, 1800 2ud Ave., ~o. :.'\linneapolis, Minn.
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IF YOU WANT to sell or e.1'.change your pro1Jcrty
stamp. Detty Lee, 407 Dun.I! Buildillg, Jacksonville,
write me. JOHN J. B LACK , l 73nl St.. Cblppewu Florida.
Falls, Wis.
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RABBIT HOUNDS, For. Coon. Oppassum, Squirrel
Jarge-.t: e3Ulblishecl Hi ~·ears ; thousands wealthy memDogs. Setters. Cit'eular IOc. BROWN'S KENNELS, bers, confiden tial, Old l~ .: tiable Club, Mrs. \Vrubel. Box
YORK, PA.
26, Caklaml. Calif.
~
HARDWOOD LANDS In Mich .. well loeai<ld, 20, 40, MARRY I FLON ESOME. GenUemen's Membership 2
80-acrc tra("tq, $15 to $'10 iwr a1.:re.
Small down
months, $1.00; one year, $5.00; L adles' Memb ership
payment, balance long time>. \ Ve help 3rou. Send for unti
l married. $1.00.
Copy of Members' 1\ amos~
FREE book.
::;WIGART LA).'l) CO.. M-1268, Firs t A.dtlresses, 35c. S weethearts Club. Ilarnes C"ity, Iowa.
NaUona! Bank Bldg .. Chicago.
MARRY IF LONELY; "Romo Maker;" hundreds rich,
.
HELP WANTED
confidential; reliable; yea.rs' experience; descriptions
WANTED-1 ,500 R ailway Trame Insvectors ; no e:rru•- free. "The Successful Club .... B ox 556, Oakhuul, ('a.Ur.
rience; train far this vrofession thru spare timo home - MARRY- RICH , hundreds ailxl ous~desCTlptivBtist!reO.
atudy; e:i.sy tertPs; $ll0 to $200 monthly and expenses
satisfac tion guaranteed. Select Club, Dept ~ Rapid
II\Jaranteed, or money back. Outdoors : local or tra\'el- C~(y. So. Dak_. ------- ~---~----~
ing; under big men who reward ability.
Get l"i "c
-18, WORTH $45,000; widow. 40, worth
Bookl et, ~ CM-101,
Standar\J Business Tr:ituing I nst., MARRY-GIRL
$100,000; hundreds wealthy, J..isL free . SUNFLOWER
Buft'alo. ~. Y.
('Ll'B, B-3110. C! MAHRON. KANSAS.
RAILWA'Y MAIL and otil.er Government Clerks needed OUR lLL US T-RATED FREE BOOKLETh01;;s-mu cl1 o!
soon (m~n- wonien), $1600 -$2300. Pcrman<'nt.. \Vrite
interest tO men troubleU with hC'adachc, sciatica,
~rr.
Ozment, fonner l."". S. Governme nt 11ninful
Qufck ly,
a11tl tr ndC'r fe et, di ~ turbed slumher. 11rostato
Examiner, 149, St. Louts.
gland disorde r an<l other pain[ul conditions peculiar to
~
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STO p DA IL y GR I ND.- STA
men of midJle ftge and past. \\"ri te today for your
auto headlights, tableware, (>tC. Plans free. Clarence copy , It will Uc Rt•ut freo i.vithout obligation. .A ddress
Sprinkle, Dt>pt. 73, Marion, I ndlana.
}}l('<'tro '!111..: rmal Company, 6125 Malt1 St., teubenville,
Ohio.
MEN°'WANTEDiorDeteetive- W0r-l L--Ex-pe_rl<l_n_ee
__
Ul_l_
necessary. Write J. Ganor. Former U. S. ~ovl. lJe- BA-LDNESS -DANDRUFF. Indians' salve fo r ffowlng
tecth'e, 132. St. Louis.· Mo,
hair. Xs gl t' a sy , sme lls bad, is not in a :orctty box;
SE A DET EC TIV E. Opportunity tor men ond women com.ains bear oil and other ingredients from Three
tor secret 1nvt>stigation in your district. \Vri!e C. •r. l.\.ingdoms of ~aturo. 'Wonderfully cftlcacious in stopping claudrutf a.ild falli ng hair, and for baldncs:3.
J..udwi g, 521 Westol"er Bldg . . Kansas City, Mo.
Guarantee. Positively nothing Uke this. R emember tho
LADIES WANTED, arnl MEN . too, to address envel- name - Kot11llto.
Buy a.t dmgglsts; or mail 10 cents
opes a nd mail advertising matter atl home for large
maU order tl rms. spare or whole time. Can ruako {silver or stamps) for proof box: to Kotallto OtHces,
$10 to $35 wkly. No capital or experience reQuired. BH~370 , Stal.ion X, New York.
t _s_a_m-p71e-s-2"'5""e_;_do-o-z-en-,$..,l;
Book explains everything; send 10 cts. to cover DOStago, PICT U R ES-Bathl ng g i-r 19,'2- a-r.,refunded · lf dissatlsfie<l. Central Bureau, Box 233,
tc. Ward Pub. r.o .. Tilton. N. fl .
Champalgn~
. _I_
n_
._
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
"oETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Grea t demand ~or
men and wom en. FasC'inaUng work. Particulars free.
SCIENTIFIC
Write. American DetecUrn System, 1968 Broadway,
YOUR LIFE STORY in the stars. !"end birth date and
New York.
dimo for trial rPadiog. Sherman. Rapid Ci ty . S. Dale.
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
ASTROLOGY-STARSTELLUFE ' SSTCfR Y. -:<;, nd
STORlES, POE MS, PLAYS, etc .. arc wanted for publi birthclate nnd dlme !or trial reading. Eddy, " restvort
cation. f..\1bmit MSS. or write Literary B ureau , 515 S~ . 33-73, KansRS City. i_f_o_. - - - - - - - - - Hannibal, Mo.
0

MISCELLANEOUS
AMBITIO US WRITERS send today !or .Free Copy,
America's leading mat"azi ne for writers or Photoplays.
Stories Poems . J:::.on gs . l nst ru cttve, h elpful. Writer' s
Digest.' 608 B u tl<r Bldg., Cincinnati.
PATENTS. •.rrademark, Copyrlgl.t- foremost l(lord fr ee.
Long e"l:perh•nrc as patent sol!citor. Prompt a dfi<'C',
·h:trges "t"Cl"Y rca~'lna bJe . ("orrec;pom1enco solicited. Re nlts procured. M<'t1..i er. ·w a :-11ln t'!ton D. f'.
SPOT CASH for gold and rnluablP ioi , rPtu rned 1f r ou're
dissattstled.
Aea.a ylng for pro<ipectors by graduate
m.etalJurgists. Cellttal Refiners. 50:! ~- Pr~pE'Ot, Cllaro~
paign. m

PERSONAL

MARRIAG£ PAfll.f.R.
20th year.
Il1g isrne with
descriptions, pho14S. names a.nd a<l<lrcsi:iei;;, 25 cents.
No other f~. Sent sPnled. Rox ~~65R, B oi:iton , Ma8s.
LON EL y MAIDEN, 26. would mnrry. WrJte ror pie·
B o:s lliOK, !:yracure. }I. 't.

wre.

SONGWRITERS

WRITE TH E WORDS FOR A SON G. We will compose rnusic . secure copy ri ght, and urint. Riibmft
poem~ on any subject.
SETON irusrc COMPANY.
920 S. Michigan A'fe .. R oom 122, Ch icago.
SONO W RIT ERS- Send- for my free pamph~l-et,_.-.,,""'S70N=G
WRT'l'El\S' SECRETS." E. Hanson. R oom 608, 3810
Broadway, Chicago.

STAMMERING
ST-STU-T-T-TERING and stannnl'rlne: cured at home.
lnatructire booklet fr ee.
W alter McDonnell. 15
rntomac nnnk Rhl~ .. \Y a~htng.t~o,,n_,.,_D
=.ccC=· - - - - -

j

TOBACCO HABIT

STOP TOBACCO HABIT. ~'ree Sample Famous Tobacco
Roon. Xo cravin& after first few doses . Dr. Elders.
Ac.-1::;5~·...;S::;tc..-'J-'o"-se"'p'-h;,.
:;
' _:-._,Io~·~-,.,,,..---;----,-,--=-:-:
TO BACCO or Snu1T Ilabi t~ red or no pay. i1 · U
cured.
R emedy sent on trial. Superba Co., PC.
Baltimore,

:i.:u.

SEARCH- .
LIGHTS
AS BAIT FOR
FLYING FISH
This fish sto ry
comes from Avalon, on Catalina
Island,
twentyfive miles out in
the Pacific from
Los Angeles.
Catalina I sland
is noted for several things . It is
a ' good place for
goat hunting; it
boasts the weste1·nmost wireless
in
the
United
States, and it is
th e
rendezvous
for flying fish.
The
Catalina
Excu rsion Company has equipped one of its
boats
with
a
giant searchlight,
and every night
it scouts about
Avalon
Bay
rousing
thousands of flying
fish out of their
native
haunts,
much to the edifi cation of fhe
passengers. The
flying fi sh craze
has
grown
to
such proportions
that instead of
one
light
the
boat no_}v bonsts
six, enaoling it to
arouse school after sch ool of the
creat ures.
Where the voyagers
formerly
were content to
recount in thousands the number
of flying 'fish they
had seen, it is no
uncommon thing
now to hear them
talk about millions, meanwhile
producing the remains of unfortunate specimens
whi ch
h u r 1e d
themselves at the
boat's lights, only
to fall on its
decks.

